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vskillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Introduction

Functional Skillbuilders have been specifically developed to support teachers delivering
Functional Skills. There are 30 volumes in the series providing a dedicated book for each
section and level of the Functional Skills standards in English and maths. The series has
also proved to be invaluable to support English and maths skills for a range of students
whether they are working towards Functional Skills, Apprenticeships, Foundation and
Progression Awards or simply brushing up on their skills..

All the task-based activities in Functional Skillbuilders are based in three workplace
settings – a hotel, a supermarket and a factory. This helps make the activities both real
and relevant to adult and young adult students. Knowledge about each workplace builds
cumulatively as students progress through the levels. The tasks become increasingly work
specific as students progress through the series. Students will find the tasks in Entry Level 3
Speaking and Listening remain straightforward but become increasingly work focused.

Functional Skills

These activities are task-based and provide teachers with a variety of materials to build
the full range of Functional Speaking and Listening skills. The first section of the book
explicitly teaches the Functional Speaking and Listening skills required at Entry Level 3.
Students then have 2–3 more opportunities to build and apply these skills in vocational
contexts, allowing the teacher to teach skills, enable practise and to check learning. 

Functional Skillbuilders are designed to be mediated by teachers. The teaching notes
explain the skills addressed on each worksheet and provide guidance for teaching
strategies. Templates and/or additional teaching materials for group work are included.

How to use this pack

Ask the student to complete the checklist on page xix with you. This checklist will tell you the
speaking and listening skills your student most wants to practise. Use the outcome of this
discussion to agree targets with the student and use the table to identify suitable worksheets.

There is a significant difference between the level of language expected at Entry level 3
Speaking and Listening than expected at Entry Level 3 Reading and Writing. Your students
will therefore almost certainly need support with reading the information on the
worksheets. You should read the information to your students wherever necessary.

Teaching notes

There are teaching notes for each worksheet. They explain the purpose of each worksheet
and any groundwork that the teacher needs to cover first. The teaching notes include
suggestions for group work, work in pairs and extension work. 
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vi

Worksheets

Scenario If a worksheet uses a scenario it will appear in a tinted box like this one.

Teaching point

If there are any teaching points on the worksheet they will appear like this.

Scenarios

A box like this at the top of each worksheet tells students the skills they will
practise, ensuring that they are aware of learning outcomes from the outset.

Mapping

Mapping to the Functional Skills standards is available electronically. Please email
enquiries@axiseducation.co.uk.

Interactive CDROM

Twelve of the worksheets are designed for use with our interactive CDROM. For teachers
without regular access to multimedia computers we have included scripts from all the
activities. The scripts start on page 58.

Additional teaching materials

Additional teaching materials are at the very back of the pack. Photocopy them as
required.
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Teaching notes

These teaching notes are organised by
worksheet. There are teaching notes for every
worksheet and they are designed to be read in
conjunction with a photocopy of the relevant
worksheet. The skills covered are listed
alphabetically in the Student checklist on page
xix of this pack. The Groundwork section
highlights the skills that need to be taught before
your students tackle the worksheets, together
with teaching suggestions. Suggestions for
paired and group work are also included.

Worksheets 1, 2, 3
Listen for the gist

Groundwork

Use the teaching points to introduce this topic.
You should also ask your students what
strategies they use to listen for the main points.

Worksheet 1

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise. Read the scripts so that the students
can see your face. Your students must listen to
you without making notes. When you have read
the first script ask your students to answer the
questions. Carry out the same procedure for the
remaining scripts.

Script 1

“I’m sure that most of you have heard the
rumours about part-time working. I’m not
sure where these have come from, but I’m
here to tell you that none of it is true. There
are no planned redundancies and no-one
has been asked to work part-time. There are
no plans to alter any employees’ working
conditions.”

Script 2 

“From the first of November we will be
paying your wages directly into your bank
accounts. All staff should check that the
Personnel Department has your correct
bank details. You can collect forms from
Helen or Mandy in Personnel. These forms
must be with us by 20th October or your
pay might be delayed.”

Script 3 

“Terry has worked at AutoParts for 35
years. He started out on the Production
Line in the 1970s and worked hard to earn
his promotion to supervisor and later
manager. He has been Head of Production
for the past six years. His dedication to the
company has seen us through difficult
times and we are all very grateful for his
hard work. But Terry is more than a
dedicated employee, he is a friend to many
of us. He is always involved in organising
social events. Most Fridays you’ll see him in
the Nag’s Head at the end of his week.
Thanks for all your hard work Terry. We’ve
got a long—service award here for you.”

Script 4

“Next weekend the car park is being re-
fenced. We need to keep customer
disruption to a minimum. The contractors
will need to cordon off some of the parking
spaces. As Saturday is our busiest day we
need as many spaces for customers as
possible. So the staff parking is going to be
opened up for customer use. Staff will not
be allowed to park in the car park at any
time on Saturday. Thank you for your co-
operation.”
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Worksheet 2 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise. When your students ask you the
questions, read the responses so that they can’t
see your face; this will help to simulate a
telephone conversation. If possible, use a
telephone for these activities. Your students can
make notes if they want to. When you have
made the first response ask your students to
answer the questions. Carry out the same
procedure for the remaining three scripts.

Response 1

“The B1276 was closed for resurfacing all
last week and we had planned to re-open it
today. But when the workmen were
tarmacing the bridge over the railway they
noticed some loose brickwork. We have had
to send a different team out to repair the
brickwork on the bridge to make sure that it
is safe. We’re sorry for the inconvenience,
but safety has to be our first priority.”

Response 2 order

“Most of your order is ready for despatch
now, but we can’t complete the body panels
until we receive an order from one of our
suppliers. That is due in today and the work
on the body panels is scheduled for
tomorrow. All being well, that will be
packed up and delivered on Friday along
with everything else.”

Response 3 

“From Launceston you take the A388
Launceston to Saltash, after about a mile
turn left on the B3362 to Tavistock. After
Tavistock take the A386 to Yelverton. When
you get to Yelverton the hotel is signposted
from the roundabout. I think that the
journey will take about 40 minutes.”

Response 4 

“We did stock corn tortillas but they were
much less popular than the wheat ones.
And their shelf life was much shorter too.
We found that we were selling 10 times
more wheat tortillas than corn ones, so we
decided to stock two brands of wheat
tortilla instead. I can arrange for a special
order of corn tortillas for you, but we won’t
be stocking them as a regular item.”

Worksheet 3 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise. Read the scripts so that the students
can see your face. When you have read the first
script ask your students to answer the questions.
Carry out the same procedure for the remaining
scripts.

Script 1

“Turn left at the end of the corridor. Just
after the double doors turn right. The gym
is through the doors on the left.”

Script 2

“The Old Hall was built in 1867 and was
originally used as a hunting lodge. During
the Second World War it was requisitioned
by the Army. The hotel was returned to the
Parker family after the war. The Parkers
altered and modernised the property using
stone and material from the demolition of
an older dwelling to the east of the
courtyard. In 1962 the property was
acquired by the Goddard family. In 1977
the Old Hall was sold to its present owners,
the Taylor family, who converted it to a
hotel.”
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Script 3

“I’m the supervisor in the butchery
department and I have been asked to
assess the risk factors when cutting meat. 

The potential risks are:

n injury to the neck and shoulders due to
uncomfortable body positions and forceful
movements

n Fatigue caused by the lessened dexterity
and extra effort required to work in the cold
temperatures.

n low back pain and lower leg discomfort
from lifting heavy boxes and standing on a
hard floor for long periods.”

Script 4

“Over the next four weeks there are going
to be some refurbishments in Blackwell’s.
The modernisation programme will mainly
affect the grocery aisle. Customers will
benefit from clearer signage and more
easily accessible shelving with greater
capacity. But while the programme is
underway we will be carrying fewer lines.
Produce will be relocated regularly during
the refurbishment and staff need to
familiarise themselves with the location of
products each day in order to help
customers.”

Script 5

“Deliveries should go to our loading bay
and must be accompanied with a delivery
note. Your delivery note must contain the
following information:

n your company name, address and telephone
number

n the exact quantity of each item

n job reference number

n a description of the goods delivered

n the amount of boxes there are of each item

n the amount of pallets there are of each
item.”

Script 6

“There were two items of note from the
Welsh Economic Development conference.
Firstly, Professor Dudenhoffer, the Director
of the Centre for Automotive Research in
Germany said that the turnover of the
worldwide automotive supply industry will
probably increase by 75% by 2016.
Secondly, the conference announced that
automotive component production accounts
for more than 20,000 jobs in Wales and
generates sales of around £2billion a year.”

Worksheet 4
Listen for detail on the telephone

Worksheet 4

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the teaching notes with them.
Try to simulate a telephone conversation. Where
possible, use a telephone. If this is not possible,
give the information to your students with your
back facing them. Allow time after each script
for students to answer the questions.
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Script 1

The student is going to stay at the Old Hall Hotel
and has telephoned to ask for directions.

“From Plymouth, take the A386 to Tavistock.
Follow the road out of the city. You’ll pass
Roborough. About 3 miles after Roborough
there is a roundabout signposted to
Yelverton. Take the second exit onto
Dousland Road. Take the first right down
Eastella Road, right again and then right
again, turn immediately right onto
Harrowbeer Lane. Blacksmith’s Lane is the
first lane on the right. The Hotel is about a
quarter of mile down the lane on the right.”

Script 2

Your student is staying at the Old Hall Hotel and
wants to order room service.

“I’m sorry but we don’t provide hot meals
on room service after midnight. We can
take orders for sandwiches and drinks
though.” 

Script 3

Your student is calling Blackwell’s Supermarket
to order a birthday cake.

“We need 3 days’ notice to bake birthday
cakes. Examples of the cakes we can bake
are available at the bakery counter. We can
only take orders for cakes in-store. You
should come to the bakery counter, choose
your cake and fill in the order form. Anyone
in the bakery will be able to help you.”

Script 4

Your student is one of AutoParts’ customers
calling to find out about a delivery.

“Yes, your order should have been delivered
last week, but we have been waiting for 3
items to complete the order. I have spoken
with our despatch department and they are
packing your consignment at the moment.
There are three pallets and they will be with
you tomorrow afternoon.”

Worksheets 5, 14, 15, 16, 17
Use the CDROM

These worksheets all require the use of the
Speaking and Listening CDROM. If you don’t
have access to a CDROM you can use the scripts
on page 58.

Skills covered:

Worksheet 5 – listening for detail. Listening to
telephone messages. Completing a telephone
message pad. Students will need photocopies of
the telephone message pad on page 66 for
activities on this worksheet.

Worksheet 14 – listening for relevance.
Understanding implication. Interpreting tone of
voice. Speaking clearly. Expressing opinions. 

Worksheet 15 – listening for detail. Identifying
feelings and opinion. Using appropriate
language. 

Worksheet 16 – identifying tone of voice.
Greeting people.

Worksheet 17 – listening for detail. Asking and
answering questions. Using appropriate
language and tone.
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Worksheets 6, 7, 30, 31, 42, 43
Listen for relevant information

Groundwork

Use the teaching point to introduce this topic.
You should also ask your students what
strategies they use to listen for detail.

Worksheet 6
Scenario 1

“This week there are four day trips for
residents. Today a coach will leave the hotel
at 10.30 for Torquay. Tomorrow the trip is
to Tintagel, leaving at 9.30. On Wednesday
there are two trips, one to Saltram House
and one to Bude, both leaving at 10 am. All
trips cost £10 per person and include a
packed lunch. All coaches are due back at
the hotel by 4 pm. Please book your places
at the reception desk. Places are allocated
on a first come, first served basis.”

Scenario 2

“Today we are expecting deliveries for the
wine and spirits department, so shelf
stackers should give this section priority
first thing in the morning. As well as our
weekly buy-one-get-one-free offers, our daily
special offers today are in the Bakery and
the Butchery. The Bakery specials are Irish
Soda Bread and custard tarts. 

The Butchery counter has lamb chops at
half price. All till trained staff need to be on
standby for till duty between 11 and 2.30.”

Scenario 3

“Good afternoon customers. Would the
owner of a red Ford Fiesta, registration
number S893 GRN please come to the
customer service desk. The store will be

closing in 15 minutes’ time. Would all
customers please complete their shopping
and make their way to the checkouts. Thank
you for shopping at Blackwell’s.”

Scenario 4

“Production Lines 1 and 3 will be making
fuel tanks this morning. There will be a tool
change at lunchtime and then the lines will
produce complete rear assemblies for Land
Rover Discoveries. Production Lines 2 and 4
will be making Ford Focus parts all day.
Line 2 will produce door panels, with a tool
change at 11. Line 4 will produce wing
panels with no scheduled tool change
today. All tea breaks should be taken during
tool changes.”

Worksheet 7

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise. Read the scripts so that the students
can see your face. Tell them that you will not
repeat the information. Your students must listen
to you and complete the form on the worksheet.

Script 

“My name is Susie Lyons. I’m 25 years old
and I have been working at Smiths
Chemists for 2 years. I’ve recently
completed an NVQ level 2 in Retail
Operations. Before I worked at Smith’s I
worked at Patel’s newsagents on Leyland
High Street for 3 years. Before that I
worked in the Dry cleaners for 4 years. I
love working in shops and serving
customers. I want to work for Blackwell’s
because I know that there are a lot of
opportunities for hardworking people who
really enjoy working in the retail trade. I
think that my retail experience will stand
me in good stead. I am able to cope with
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difficult customers and as Smith’s is a small
company I have experience in stock control,
shelf stacking, operating the till, serving
customers as well as dealing with
complaints and returns. I love working at
Smiths, but it is a very small shop and there
is no scope for promotion. The best thing
about my current job is helping customers. I
love talking to them and making sure that
they buy the best product for them. I think
that my biggest strength is the ability to
talk to everyone. I’m very polite and try to
make sure that customers have a positive
experience wherever I am working.”

Worksheets 30, 31, 42, 43

These pairs of worksheets are designed to be
used for paired work. One worksheet is for one
partner the other is for the other partner. Explain
the skills your students are going to practise via
these role plays and explain any instructions or
other terms to them as required. You could go
through both sets of teaching points to remind
students of the skills they are going to rehearse.
Then ask them to carry out the tasks. Students
could then swap roles. These worksheets are
similar listening for relevance activities
contextualised to the supermarket and factory.
After using Worksheets 6 and 7 to teach, you
can use Worksheets 30 and 31 to reinforce and
Worksheets 42 and 43 to check your students’
ability to listen for relevance. For Worksheets 30
and 31 students will need a copy of the customer
service guidelines on page 68. For Worksheet 42
and 43 students will need a copy of the briefing
document on page 70.

Group work

Once students have complete the tasks in pairs,
sum up the activities and ask each pair to
feedback to the group. Address any difficulties. 

Were any instructions difficult to understand?
What were the problems?

Extension work

You could extend the activities on Worksheets 42
and 43 to as many as seven participants, each
taking a role of a regional sales person.

Worksheets 8, 9
Body language

Groundwork

Read the teaching points with your students to
introduce this topic. You could then ask students
to give other examples of how they would identify
body language – give practical examples.

Worksheet 8 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks. 

Worksheet 9 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks.
You should instruct the player who is listening to
use the nonverbal signals identified on
Worksheet 8 as they listen to their partner. They
need to show that they are actively listening to
one of the talks, that they are bored with one of
the talks and that they reject one of the talks.
Students can swap roles once the first set of
tasks is complete.

Worksheets 10, 11
Points of view

Groundwork

Read the teaching points with your students to
introduce this topic. You could then ask students
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to give other examples of how they would identify
opinions and feelings. You could draw up a list of
the words speakers are likely to use (“I hate”, “I
love”,” I enjoy”, “I can’t stand” etc.).

Worksheet 10

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then tell your students that you are
going to read some statements. Your students
must listen to you, answering the questions on
the worksheets as you speak.

Statements

1. I like Italian food.
2. I didn’t enjoy that meal at all. 

Worksheet 11

Read the teaching points with your students to
give them strategies to disagree politely. Explain
the skills your students are going to practise,
then hand each student a list with the following
statements. Your students should listen carefully
to each other and express their opinions politely.
They should mark the worksheet as they go to
keep an accurate record. After the activity,
students should feedback to each other,
mentioning any particular areas of difficulty.

Statements for student 1

1. I really don’t like football. I find it very
boring.

2. I like going to the cinema. I enjoy seeing all
the latest films. Horror films are my
favourite.

3. I don’t think that women can work and
have children. The two don’t mix. If a
woman has a baby she should stay at
home to look after it.

4. I see work as a means to an end. I only do
it for the money so I don’t care what job I
do as long as it pays well.

5. I want to carry on working for as long as I
can. I’d get bored at home doing nothing.

Statements for student 2

1. I love going to bingo. I get a thrill from the
chance of winning big money. It’s a good
night out.

2. I dislike doing exercise. I don’t think you
need to do it either. I’m perfectly healthy
and I don’t move a muscle all day. 

3. I think that we have too much choice these
days. When I was younger there wasn’t
much to choose from at the supermarket
so it didn’t take too long to do your
shopping. Nowadays there’s aisles and
aisles of new products that we don’t really
need and shopping takes forever.

4. I want to retire when I’m 50. There are a
lot of things I’d like to do with my life
before I get too old and work is stopping
me from doing them.

5. I think that the National Health Service is
a disgrace. I can never get an appointment
to see my doctor when I need one. 
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Worksheets 12, 13, 46, 47
Use appropriate formality and
register.
Make appropriate introductions and
greetings

Groundwork

Use the teaching point to explain the difference
between informal and formal language. Ask your
students to give you examples of when they use
formal and informal language. 

Worksheets 12, 13

Explain the skills that your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the tasks.
Read each of these statements to your students,
allowing time for them to answer the questions
after each one.

Statement 1 (informal)

“And you see, Blackwell’s shares became
more valuable, so even more people started
to buy the shares and the value went up
even more. Which is great for everyone.
Investors get more dividends on their
shares and the company does well too.”

Statement 2 (formal)

“As Blackwell’s share value increased, so
more investors were attracted to the
company. Therefore the value increased
further still. In instances like this both the
company and the investor do very well.”

Statement 3 (formal)

“The Old Hall Hotel occupies a
commanding position in the heart of the
Dartmoor National Park. Situated in its own
well-established 35 acres of gardens, the
house, with its 42 individual bedrooms and
all the style and comfort that goes into a

true ‘Country House’, makes the Old Hall
Hotel the perfect base for exploring this
part of Devon.”

Statement 4 (informal)

“The Old Hall Hotel is in a really lovely
position in its own beautiful grounds on
Dartmoor. It’s comfortable and stylish we
think it’s a smashing place to relax and
enjoy a visit to Devon.”

Statement 5 (informal)

“We’re really pleased that AutoParts has
done so well over the past year. We think
that our success has a lot to do with our
team of professional workers but we are
also pleased to have been involved with
making parts for new cars in France. UK
sales have been better in the second
quarter. Luckily, sales to VW and Audi in
Germany have made up for fewer sales to
BMW.”

Statement 6 (formal)

“Sales in the automotive division benefited
from sustained growth in the French market
along with the division’s involvement in new
vehicles (including the Peugeot 207, Renault
Kangoo and the Renault Espace). This
growth was further enhanced by a more
positive second quarter in the UK while
sales in Germany increased to VW and
Audi offset declining sales to BMW.”

Worksheets 46, 47

This worksheet is for three or more people. One
person should take the role of the supervisor, the
other will be the person being introduced – this
is a new colleague and a visitor from Jaguar.
Roles for other people are:
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n other production workers to whom the new
staff member should be introduced.

n Visitors from Jaguar.

Students can introduce people using their real
name or an alias – you should ask them to
decide before they start the task.

Remind students that they should use
appropriate language and register and be
mindful of their use of body language.

Extension work

Be mindful of opportunities to ask your students
to introduce themselves and their peers to
visitors to your classroom or workplace.

Tape a selection of clips from television and
radio and ask students to identify the use of
formal and informal language. Is it easier to
identify it by ear alone (radio)? How much do the
visual clues on television help?

Worksheets 18, 19, 20, 21
Role-play – give clear explanations
and instructions. Understand verbal
explanations and instructions.

Groundwork

Explain the scenario to your students. This may
be a good opportunity to remind students about
using language that is appropriate between
managers and workers.

Worksheets 

These two pairs of worksheets are designed to be
used for paired work. One worksheet is for one
partner and the other is for the other partner.
Explain the skills your students are going to

practise via these role plays and explain any
instructions or other terms to them as required.
You could go through both sets of teaching
points to remind students of the skills they are
going to rehearse. Then ask them to carry out
the tasks. Students could then swap roles. These
worksheets are similar giving and receiving
instructions activities contextualised to the hotel.
You could use Worksheets 18 and 19 to teach
and Worksheets 20 and 21 to reinforce your
students’ ability to give and receive instructions.

Group work

Once students have completed the tasks in pairs,
sum up the activities and ask each pair to
feedback to the group. Address any difficulties. 

Were any instructions difficult to understand?
What were the problems?

Extension work

Use this list of scenarios for students to role-play
giving and receiving instructions and
explanations and/or use examples from their
own experiences. 

Hotel

n Worker is late and is giving excuse to
manager.

n Supervisor explains to worker that they can’t
have time off tomorrow as the hotel is short-
staffed.

n Guest wants a wake up call at 4 in the
morning and a taxi needs to be booked to pick
the guest up at reception at 5 am.

Supermarket 

n Assistant explains to customer where they can
find the bakery section.
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n All supermarket staff have worked very hard
over Christmas and manager is explaining
how their efforts are truly appreciated and
why.

n Customer service assistant explains to
customer that they can only refund goods if
the customer provides a receipt.

Factory

n Production worker explains to the supervisor
reasons why they need a day’s annual leave at
short notice.

n Personnel manager gives an explanation about
new arrangements for break times – these are
now limited to strictly 15 minutes, morning
and afternoon, and workers must clock in and
out while they take their break.

n Receptionist tells delivery van driver that s/he
should take the delivery round the back of the
factory to loading bay 3 where the stores
supervisor will be with her/him in 5 minutes’
time.

Provide written sets of instructions for appliances
for students to give to each other and follow.

Worksheets 22, 23, 35, 40, 41, 44, 45
Role-play – follow and contribute to
discussions. Listen to and express
opinions

Worksheets 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise via these role plays and read any
instructions or other terms to them as required.
Then ask them to carry out the tasks. These
worksheets are similar activities contextualised to

the hotel, supermarket and factory. You could
use Worksheets 22 and 23 to teach, Worksheets
34 and 35 to reinforce and Worksheets 44 and
45 to check your students’ ability to contribute to
discussions and to listen to and express opinions.

Extension work

Use this list of topics for students to rehearse
taking part in discussions. 

n Do you think that all workers, (including
doctors, nurses, teachers, the police,
ambulance crews and fire fighters), should
have the right to go on strike?

n Do you need more leisure time or more work
time? What proportion of your time would you
like to spend in work?

n What jobs would you most and least like to do
and why?

n What jobs have you had and what did you like
and dislike about them?

n Some countries don’t pay unemployment
benefit. Do you think this is fair?

n Do you think that workers with big salaries
should pay a much higher rate of tax than
other workers? 

Worksheets 24, 25, 36, 37, 48, 49
Role-play – ask and answer questions.

Worksheets 

These pairs of worksheets are designed to be
used for paired work. Explain the skills your
students are going to practise via these role
plays and read any instructions or other terms to
them as required. Then ask them to carry out the
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tasks. Students could then swap roles. These
worksheets are similar activities contextualised to
the hotel, supermarket and factory. You could
use Worksheets 24 and 25 to teach, Worksheets
36 and 37 to reinforce and Worksheets 48 and
49 to check your students’ ability to ask and
answer questions. For Worksheets 36 and 37
students will need a copy of the food handling
guidelines on page 69. For Worksheets 48 and
49 students will need a copy of the job
description on page 71.

Group work

Once students have completed the tasks in pairs,
sum up the activities and ask each pair to
feedback to the group. Address any difficulties. 

Were any questions difficult to ask or answer?
What were the problems?

Extension work

Use this list of scenarios for students to role-play
asking and answering questions and/or use
examples from their own experiences. 

Hotel

n Diner wants to know which meals are meat
free.

n Receptionist wants to know what newspaper
guests would like in the morning.

n Visitor to the leisure club wants to know what
time it closes.

Supermarket 

n Customer is at the checkout and remembers
s/he has forgotten to buy some bread – s/he
asks the cashier if it’s alright to go and fetch
some and which aisle is the bakery on.

n Supervisor has weighed the customer’s order.
It is 100 g over – will the customer be happy
with that?

n Customer wants to buy Huggies large nappies
but there are none on the shelf. S/he needs to
ask an assistant if there are any and, if not,
when they are due in. 

Factory

n Person comes to reception desk to ask how
s/he can apply for jobs at AutoParts. 

n Production worker wants to ask his/her
supervisor how s/he can apply for promotion. 

n Supervisor needs volunteers to work an extra
shift.

Worksheets 26, 27, 28, 29
Use the CDROM

These worksheets all require the use of the
Speaking and Listening CDROM. If you don’t
have access to a CDROM you can use the scripts
on page 58.

Skills covered:

Worksheet 26 – Listening for gist and detail.
Using appropriate language and tone. Asking
and answering questions.

Worksheet 27 – Listening for detail. Using
appropriate language and tone. Asking and
answering questions.

Worksheet 28 – Understanding verbal
instructions. Listening for detail. Using
appropriate language and tone.
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Worksheet 29 – Listening for detail. Listening to
telephone messages. Completing a telephone
message pad. Students will need photocopies of
the telephone message pad on page 66 for
activities on this worksheet.

Worksheets 32, 33, 34
Role-play – compare two verbal
accounts of the same incident

Groundwork

Explain the scenario to your students. Students
giving the accounts of the accident will need to
familiarise themselves with the information on
their worksheets before they start. 

Worksheets 

This set of worksheets is designed to be used for
work with a group of three. There is a worksheet
for each group member. Explain the skills your
students are going to practise via these role
plays and read any instructions or other words to
them as required. You could go through all sets
of teaching points to remind students of the skills
they are going to rehearse. Then ask them to
carry out the tasks. Students could then swap
roles.

Group work

Once students have completed the tasks in pairs,
sum up the activities and ask each pair to
feedback to the group. Address any difficulties. 

Did the personnel manager have any problems
finding the areas of difference? What were the
problems?

Extension work

You could extend this activity by splitting a large
group into three. Ask two groups to watch a

short video clip or listen to a radio broadcast out
of sight and earshot of the members of the third
group. Then arrange students into subgroups of
threes. Ask two of them to give a precise account
of what they saw or heard. The member of the
subgroup is the one who did not see the video
and they should find areas of difference and
similarity in their accounts. 

Worksheets 38, 39, 40
Use the CDROM

These worksheets all require the use of the
Speaking and Listening CDROM. If you don’t
have access to a CDROM you can use the scripts
on page 58.

Skills covered:

Worksheet 38 – Understanding verbal
instructions. Sequencing instructions. Listening
for detail. Using appropriate language and tone.
Sequencing instructions. 

Worksheet 39 – Listening for detail. Listening to
telephone messages. Completing a telephone
message pad. Students will need photocopies of
the telephone message pad on page 66 for
activities on this worksheet.

Worksheet 40 – Following discussions. Listening
for detail. Using appropriate language.
Identifying opinion. Asking and answering
questions.
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Student checklist

Functional Skillbuilders Speaking and Listening Entry Level 3 will help you improve your English
skills. This chart lists the speaking and listening skills covered in this book. Tick the boxes to
say which skills you think you will find the most useful to practise. Then discuss your ideas with
your teacher.

Skill � Worksheets

Ask and answer questions 17, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 
38, 40, 42, 43, 48, 49

Contribute to discussions in an appropriate manner 21, 22, 35, 41, 44

Express ideas clearly 23, 31, 45

Follow discussions 21, 22, 35, 40, 41, 44

Give clear explanations and instructions 18, 20, 32, 33, 34, 36, 42

Greet people 16, 46, 47

Identify opinions and feelings 10, 11, 15, 40

Interpret tone of voice 14, 16

Know and use body language when speaking and listening 8, 9

Listen for detail 4, 15, 17, 26, 27, 28, 29, 38, 39, 40

Listen for the gist of explanations, instructions and narratives 1, 2, 3

Listen to and identify relevant information 6, 7, 14, 19, 30, 43

Listen to telephone messages 5, 29, 39

Make a complaint 31

Make introductions 46, 47, 48

Make requests 23, 45

Speak clearly 14

Understand implication 14

Understand verbal instructions 28, 37, 38

Use appropriate language and tone 15, 17, 26, 27, 28, 38, 40

Use formal and informal language and register appropriately 12, 13
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1skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Listen for the gist of explanations, instructions and narratives.

1. What’s it all about? 1

When you listen for the gist, or the general idea of something, you don’t have to listen to every
single detail. To gather the gist you use several strategies:

n your own knowledge – when someone is speaking to you.

n context clues – what is the speaker talking about? How are they saying it? What body
language are they using? How is their tone of voice? These are all context clues that
listeners use to gather the gist.

n linking words – these are words that speakers use to join sentences. There is a big
difference between the meaning of these two sentences:
I would love to help you but I’m really busy.
I would love to help you because I’m really busy. 
The linking word is key to the difference in meaning.

n sequence markers – these are words that speakers use to show the order of things,
particularly in instructions. They include words like: first, next, second, then and last.

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Listen carefully to each item and
then answer the questions.

Script 1

1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 2

1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 3

1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 4

1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?
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Listen for the gist of explanations, instructions and narratives.

2. What’s it all about? 2

2

When you listen for the gist of something face-to-face, it can be a lot easier to understand
than when listening on the telephone. When you listen on the telephone you:

n can’t rely on visual clues

n often have less knowledge of the context.

Listening on the telephone means that you have to rely a lot more on what you hear, than on
all the other information you usually gather when speaking to someone.

You are going to simulate a telephone conversation with your tutor. Ask your tutor
each question in turn. Listen to his/her response, then answer the questions on the
worksheet.

Question 1. “ I’m calling about the closure of the B1276. The sign said that the road
should be open today, but a workman told me that it won’t be open until
Monday. Can you tell me what’s happening?”

What were the main points in the explanation?

Question 2. “ I’m calling from Motor spares. Can you tell me when our order will be
delivered?”

What were the main points in the explanation?

Question 3. “ I’m travelling to your hotel from Launceston. Can you tell me how to reach
you?”

What were the main points in the instruction?

Question 4. “ You used to stock corn tortillas but you don’t any more. Can you tell me
why?”

What were the main points in the explanation?
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Listen for the gist of explanations, instructions and narratives.

3. What’s it all about? 3

The activities on this page are an opportunity for you to practise listening for the gist in a
variety of contexts. Remember to:

n use your own knowledge

n use contexts

n listen for linking words

n listen for sequence markers.

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Listen carefully to each item and
then answer the questions.

Script 1

1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 2

1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 3

1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 4

1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 5

1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?

Script 6

1. What is the information about?

2. What are the main points?
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Listening for detail on the telephone in real time and in recorded messages.

4. Play it again

4

When you listen for detail on the telephone there are several points you should remember:

n you don’t have to understand every single word

n you should think about the information you are seeking before you make the call

n to focus on the information you need during the conversation

n while the person is on the telephone you can ask them to clarify anything you don’t
understand.

Your tutor is going to give you some information as if you were on the telephone.
Listen carefully to each script and then answer the questions. Remember that you can
ask questions after your tutor has spoken.

Script 1

You are going to stay at the Old Hall Hotel and have telephoned to ask for directions on
how to get there.

1. What directions were you given?

2. What road should you take out of Plymouth?

Script 2

You are staying at the Old Hall Hotel and are trying to order room service.

1. What response did you get?

2. What food can the hotel provide?

Script 3

You are calling Blackwell’s Supermarket to order a birthday cake.

1. What response did you get?

2. Where should you go to order the cake?

Script 4

You are one of AutoParts customers calling to find out about a delivery.

1. What did the receptionist tell you?

2. Why is the delivery late?
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Listen for detail. Listen to telephone message and fill in a telephone message form.

5. Answerphone

When you listen to the information on an answerphone message you have the advantage of
being able to play back the message as many times as you need to. However, you don’t have
the advantage of being able to ask the caller to repeat or spell any difficult words or to ask
questions to clarify your understanding of the message.

Carry out the tasks on Section 1 of the CDROM.

1. Replay the sound clip on the CDROM and complete the telephone message pad.

2. Read the scenario and then carry out the task in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Give and receive telephone messages.

Task: 1. One partner should role-play leaving telephone messages about the
following subjects:

n booking a hotel room

n reserving a table in the restaurant

n cancelling a booking

2. The person listening to the messages should use the telephone message
pad to note the details of each message.
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Listen to and identify relevant information.

6. Need to know 1

6

When you listen for relevant information you have to judge whether the information is useful
to you based on context and purpose.

For example, Dev works in the bar at the Old Hall Hotel. He is attending a staff meeting. The
meeting covers:

n staff holidays

n Saturday’s wedding

n housekeeping and laundry.

He would listen carefully to the first two items, because they will affect him, but the third item
he would probably not listen to as carefully, because it will not affect him.

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Read each scenario carefully then
answer the questions.

1. List all the relevant information.

2. Was the information about the trip to Bude relevant to you? Why/why not?

Scenario 1 You are staying at the Old Hall Hotel and want to go on a day trip
tomorrow. You attend a briefing for hotel residents.

Scenario 2 You work at Blackwell’s Supermarket as a shelf stacker. You are trained to
use the till. Listen to the staff briefing information.

Scenario 3 You are shopping at Blackwell’s Supermarket and have parked your blue
Ford Fiesta in the car park. Listen to the announcement.

1. List all the relevant information.

2. Was the information about the daily specials relevant to you? Why/why 
not?

1. List all the relevant information.

2. Was the information about the Fiesta relevant to you? Why/why not?

Scenario 4 You work on Production Line 2 at AutoParts. Listen to the staff briefing
information.

1. List all the relevant information.

2. Was the information about wing panels relevant to you? Why/why not?
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Listen to and identify relevant information.

7. Need to know 2

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Listen carefully to the information
and use the details to complete as much of this form as possible. 

List three items of information that were not relevant to the information required on
the form.

Job application

First name: Surname name: Age: 

Current employer:

Time with current employee:

Current duties:

Reason for wanting to leave:

Previous employer:

Time with previous employer:

Please write a brief explanation of why you think you would be suitable for a position at

Blackwell’s:
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Know and use body language to feedback when speaking and listening.

8. Body talk 1

8

When you listen to someone speaking you can give them clues that you are paying attention
by:
n leaning forwards
n nodding
n maintaining eye contact
n smiling
n tilting your head.

These modes of body language show that you are bored:
n staring into space
n slumping in your seat
n doodling
n tapping your foot.
n resting your chin in your hands

These modes of body language show that you are rejecting the things the speaker is saying:
n folding your arms
n crossing your legs (thigh on knee)
n putting your head down
n frowning.

Identify the body language in the pictures and say whether the listener is attentive,
bored or displaying rejection.

2.

3.

1.
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Know and use body language to feedback when speaking and listening.

9. Body talk 2

This is a role-play using body language. It is for two people. One will speak and the
other will listen. This worksheet is for the person speaking. The person listening will
receive instructions from the tutor.

You are going to give three separate short talks to your partner. They can be about
anything you like. That could be about you, your family, your job, your interests, about
something in the news. Choose your topics and make brief notes. 

While you are speaking to your partner note their body language. For each talk you
should identify whether they are listening attentively, bored or rejecting what you are
saying.

When you have finished each talk, complete the checklist.

Talk 1: Was your partner: listening attentively/bored/rejecting what you are saying?
What body language did s/he use?

Talk 2: Was your partner: listening attentively/bored/rejecting what you are saying?
What body language did s/he use?

Talk 3: Was your partner: listening attentively/bored/rejecting what you are saying?
What body language did s/he use?
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Identify opinions and feelings.

10. Points of view 1

10

A point of view is an opinion. An opinion lets someone know your personal feelings. 

During discussions people may express different points of view. When people express opinions
they tend to start off by saying certain key phrases. These may include:
n I think that
n I believe that
n I don’t think that
n I feel
n I like
n I don’t like

These are two points of view about having an extra Bank Holiday weekend. One is
from an employer, the other is from the employee. Read the viewpoints then answer
the questions.

Viewpoint 1

“I think that we should have another bank holiday weekend in Autumn time. We work hard
all year round and it would be nice to have an extra day off.”

Viewpoint 2

“Yet another Bank Holiday weekend would affect our productivity schedules, which in turn
will affect our profitability. We already pay wages to staff on 11 statutory bank holidays.
Surely that is enough?”

1. From whose point of view is the first statement? 

2. From whose point of view is the second statement? 

Your tutor is going to make some statements. Listen carefully to each one and identify
the feelings or opinions in each one.

Statement 1 1. Is the opinion positive or negative?

2. What did the tutor say s/he liked/disliked?

Statement 2 1. Is the opinion positive or negative?

2. What did the tutor say s/he liked/disliked?
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Identify opinions and feelings.

11. Points of view 2

When you disagree with a point of view you need to express your own opinion while
acknowledging the other. For example, saying “I totally disagree with that ...”, could be seen as
aggressive, whereas “I see what you mean but ...” is much more constructive.

This is a list of useful phrases for disagreeing politely.

n I do take your point, but ...

n It’s interesting that you say that but have you considered ...

n Do you really think so?

n I’m sorry, but I don’t agree

n But don’t you think that ...

n Yes, but what about ...

n I’m afraid I don’t agree because ...

You are going to work in pairs. Your tutor is going to give you both a list of
statements. Take it in turns to listen to each other making a statement, then express
your own opinion in an appropriate manner. Use the table to record the performance
of your partner.

Statement For or against?
Appropriate 

Notes
language/tone?

1

2

3

4

5
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Use formal and informal language and register appropriately.

12. Say it right 1

12

When language is spoken it has different registers. Register is the way you change your use of
language to talk to different people. 

For example, you would use very different language when asking a favour of someone you
know well than you would to ask a favour of someone you hardly know.

n “Can you give me a hand?”

n “Would you mind holding the door open for me, please?”

Informal language is relaxed and casual. You would use this language when you speak with
your family and friends. Informal language is usually full of contractions.

Formal language is used in more serious circumstances or at work. Formal language uses full
versions of words, not contractions, and it does not use slang.

Your tutor is going to give you some information. Listen to what they say and then
decide if the language is formal or informal. 

Statement 1 Is the language formal or informal?

What specific phrases gave you your answer?

Statement 2 Is the language formal or informal?

What specific phrases gave you your answer?

Statement 3 Is the language formal or informal?

What specific phrases gave you your answer?

Statement 4 Is the language formal or informal?

What specific phrases gave you your answer?

Statement 5 Is the language formal or informal?

What specific phrases gave you your answer?

Statement 6 Is the language formal or informal?

What specific phrases gave you your answer?
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Use formal and informal language and register appropriately.

13. Say it right 2

Read this list of scenarios and decide if you should use formal or informal language.
Then plan exactly what you would say in each instance.

1. Would you use formal or informal language?

2. Exactly what would you say?

Scenario 1 You are shopping at Blackwell’s Supermarket and can’t find the eggs. You
want to ask an assistant for help.

Scenario 2 You are shopping at Blackwell’s Supermarket with a friend and need a
trolley. You ask your friend to get you a trolley.

1. Would you use formal or informal language?

2. Exactly what would you say?

Scenario 3 You turn up at Blackwell’s Supermarket to ask for a job application form.

1. Would you use formal or informal language?

2. Exactly what would you say?

Scenario 4 You work at AutoParts and need to ask a colleague if they would swap
breaks with you.

1. Would you use formal or informal language?

2. Exactly what would you say?

Scenario 5 You have been given directions to reach AutoParts and are lost. You stop to
ask a passer-by how to find the factory.

1. Would you use formal or informal language?

2. Exactly what would you say?

Scenario 6 You are having lunch with a workmate in the AutoParts canteen. You ask
them to pass you the salt. 

1. Would you use formal or informal language?

2. Exactly what would you say?
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Listen for relevance. Understand implication. Interpret tone of voice. Speak clearly.
Use appropriate language. Identify and express opinions.

14. Hotel – briefing

14

Carry out the tasks on Section 2 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Role-play a conversation between Denise Baines and a member of staff.

Tasks 1. The person playing the role of the member of staff did not wear fancy
dress to last year’s party and doesn’t want to wear fancy dress to this
year’s party. You should express your feelings and opinions to Denise in
an appropriate manner, giving valid reasons for your opinions

2. The person playing the role of Denise Baines is annoyed that the member
of staff didn’t wear fancy dress to last year’s party and wants to make
sure that they dress up for this year’s party. Discuss the situation with the
member of staff using appropriate language and tone.
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Listen for detail. Identify opinion. Use appropriate language.

15. Hotel – job vacancy

Carry out the tasks on Section 3 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Role-play a conversation between Denise Baines and the personnel manager.

Tasks 1. The person playing the role of Denise Baines should give the Personnel
Manager a list of five people who should be invited to interview for the
post of marketing assistant. Use appropriate language and tone. Listen
to any comments that the Personnel Manager makes. You should show
respect for his/her opinion but remind them that the manager has asked
you to draw up the shortlist.

2. The person playing the role of Personnel Manager should listen to the
shortlist and then express surprise that Steve Jones hasn’t been
shortlisted. You think he is a strong candidate. Use appropriate language
and tone.
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Identify tone of voice. Greet people.

16. Hotel – greetings

16

Carry out the tasks on Section 4 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Role-play greeting people.

Tasks 1. One person should greet the other in different ways:

a) as if you are greeting a close friend

b) as if you are greeting your boss

c) as if you are greeting an important visitor

d) as if you are greeting a work colleague

2. The person listening to the greetings should try to identify the type of
person being greeted.

3. Reverse roles, muddle up the order of the greetings.
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17skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Listen for detail. Use appropriate language and tone. Ask and answer questions.

17. Hotel – questions

Carry out the tasks on Section 5 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Continue the role-play between Mr Evans and the waitress.

Tasks 1. The person playing the part of Mr Evans should ask for details about
Buckland Abbey. Find out about:

n Opening hours

n Is there a shop?

n How much does it cost to get in?

n What is there to see?

2. The person playing the part of the waitress should use the information
about Buckland Abbey to answer Mr Evans’ questions.

13th Century Buckland Abbey was the
home of Sir Francis Drake. The story of
this medieval monastery, which was
uniquely converted into a Tudor home,
unfolds through exhibitions, ancient
buildings and furnished rooms. Explore
the legendary life of Sir Francis Drake,
his circumnavigation and the story of the
Armada. See the Drake memorabilia,
including his famous drum and
standards. Exciting new exhibitions.
A beautiful new Elizabethan garden has

been created which complements the
unusual box hedged garden beside the
massive stone Great Barn. The Estate
offers miles of lovely walks.

Buckland Abbey

Months open: April – October daily
(except Thursday)
Nov – Feb Weekends only
(closed January) 

Opening hours: Daily 10.30 – 5.30
Admission price: Adults: £5, Children: £2.50 
Gift shop: Yes 
Catering: Restaurant
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Give clear explanations and instructions.

18. Hotel – staff briefing 1

18

This role-play is set in the Old Hall Hotel. The task is for two people or more. One will play the
part of a manager and the other(s) will be ordinary members of staff. This sheet of information
is for the manager. As a manager you will need to:

n make sure that your staff understand the instructions you give them

n keep your staff informed of changes and other news.

Read the information and then carry out the task. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario Every morning at 8.30 am, one of the managers gives a daily briefing to all 
members of staff. Use the information below to tell your staff today’s news.

Task Tell the staff the news and maintain eye contact with them to check if they
have understood your instructions. Respond to any questions using
appropriate language and register.

Briefing

We have special offers in the bar, the restaurant and in the beauty salon.

ß All French wines are 25% off.

ß At lunchtime, if customers order a starter and a main course, they will get a free dessert.

ß All massage treatments are half price.

We have a full complement of staff today, so there is no need to change any shifts around.

We are expecting the environmental health officer to visit at 11 am today. After she’s had a
meeting with Nick Clarke, she will be visiting the restaurant kitchen, the bar in the leisure club
and the swimming pool pump room. I know that you are all aware of the importance of health
and hygiene, but can you make a special effort today please.

Housekeeping staff should report to the training room at 4 pm to be trained in using the new
stock control system.

We are expecting a coach load of 40 visitors for lunch. They are stopping here en route to
Penzance. The restaurant will be doing more than 60 covers at lunchtime.

The number of booked overnight guests is 42. So we will probably be busy for dinner as well.

That’s it. Enjoy your day.
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19skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Listen to instructions and explanations for relevant information.

19. Hotel – staff briefing 2

This role-play is set in the Old Hall Hotel. The task is for two people or more. One will play the
part of a manager and the other(s) will be ordinary members of staff. This sheet of information
is for the member of staff. As a member of staff you will need to:

n listen carefully to make sure you understand instructions

n ask questions to clarify your understanding if necessary.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario Every morning at 8.30 am, one of the managers gives a daily briefing to all 
members of staff. You are one of the members of staff listening to the 
briefing. You work in the restaurant kitchen from 6 am until 3 pm.

Tasks 1. Listen to the briefing and ask any questions you need to so that you are 
clear about the instructions for your department.

2. Note all the information that was relevant to your department.

3. Note any other information that was relevant to you.

4. List the names of other departments that were mentioned during the
briefing.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Give instructions in an appropriate manner.

20. Hotel – staff disciplinary meeting 1

20

This role-play is set in the Old Hall Hotel. The task is for two people. One will play the part of a
personnel manager and the other will be a member of staff. This sheet of information is for the
use of the personnel manager. As a personnel manager you will need to:

n make sure that staff work within the bounds of their contracts

n speak clearly if you have to carry out disciplinary procedures, to make sure that the 
member of staff understands what you have said.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are the Personnel Manager at the Old Hall Hotel. You are having a 
meeting with Chris Dodds, a member of staff who works in the leisure club, 
to issue a formal oral warning.

Tasks 1. Throughout these tasks you should use appropriate body language, try to
engage your partner, show that you are actively listening through your
use of non-verbal communication. 

2. Read the background information about Chris’s behaviour and issue the
warning according to the guidelines. 

2. Listen to and note Chris’s response for your personnel file.

3. Respond appropriately to any questions or requests that Chris might
make.

Background

Chris Dodds has been absent from work on 14 occasions during the last six months. The total
absence is 23 days. Chris has just come back to work after an absence of 3 days. There have
been no serious illnesses. Reported reasons for sick leave are colds, flu and stomach upsets.
Sometimes Chris is absent from work and does not call to say why.

Disciplinary guidelines First warning – oral

In the case of a minor infringement, the worker may be given a formal oral warning. Workers
should be told of the reasons of the warning, that it is the first step in the disciplinary process
and that they have the right of appeal.
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21skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Contribute to discussions in an appropriate manner.

21. Hotel – staff disciplinary meeting 2

This role-play is set in the Old Hall Hotel. The task is for two people. One will play the part of
a personnel manager and the other will be a member of staff. This sheet of information is for
the member of staff. As a member staff you need to:

n make sure that you listen carefully to the instructions or demands of the personnel 
manager

n give good reasons for your behaviour.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are Chris Dodds, a member of staff who works in the leisure club at the 
Old Hall Hotel. You are having a meeting with the Personnel Manager to 
discuss your absences from work.

Tasks 1. Read the background information about the situation so that you can
answer the Personnel Manager.

2. Throughout these tasks you should use appropriate body language. You
are feeling defensive about your behaviour at work and don’t really want
to discuss it because it will reveal the problems you are having at home. 

3. Listen to the Personnel Manager and respond appropriately.

Background

You have been absent from work on 14 occasions during the last six months. The total absence
is 23 days. You have just come back to work after an absence of 3 days. You have had no
serious illnesses. Your reported reasons for sick leave are colds, flu and stomach upsets.
Sometimes you have been absent from work and do not call to say why. As you discuss the
situation further, your body language should change and become more open. In fact, the
reason for your absence is that you have a dependant relative to care for. The personnel
manager does not know this. You know that you have not been working to the best of your
ability and would like to renegotiate your hours of work.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions.

22. Hotel – takeover bid 1

22

The management team at the Old Hall Hotel have been approached by a potential
buyer. There is going to be a staff meeting to discuss the sale of the hotel. Read the
information about the sale and make up your own mind whether it is a good idea or
not and why. You may have some opinions of your own to add to the list. Your tutor is
going to chair a discussion about the possible sale of the Old Hall Hotel. 

Background

The Old Hall Hotel has been owned by Mr and Mrs Taylor for 15 years and they live in a house
in the grounds. The Western Group of Hotels has approached the Taylors and put in an offer
to buy the hotel for £1.75 million. The Taylors had not considered selling, but it is a very
tempting offer. Staff have several opinions and concerns, some of which are listed below:

n The Western Group is a very large chain and working for them would be much less
personal.

n The Western Group is so large that there may be promotion possibilities for staff from
outside the Old Hall Hotel.

n Customers come to the Old Hall Hotel because it is independent and full of character and
being part of a chain might spoil that.

n Staff are worried that they may lose their jobs.

n The Taylors are a Dartmoor family and have excellent local knowledge and contacts that a
large chain couldn’t match.

n The Western Group has a lot of money to invest and would start a much needed
modernisation programme.

n The Western Group is popular and new customers might visit the Old Hall because it is part
of the Western Group.

n The Western Group has its own pay scale. If the hotel is bought out, kitchen staff will get a
pay cut but housekeeping staff will get a pay rise.

n The Western Group has built its reputation on providing services for business people –
Dartmoor might not be the best location for this.

n The Western Group has excellent staff training facilities.

Now give your ideas about the possible takeover.
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23skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions.

23. Hotel – takeover bid 2

When the discussion is over review your contributions – read this list and tick your
answers.

1. Did you contribute to the discussion?

Yes

No

2. Did everyone have a chance to speak? 

Yes

No

3. Did you listen to others?

all of the time

most of the time

some of the time

4. While others were speaking did you smile or acknowledge their points of view?

Yes

No

5. Were your contributions:

too much

the right amount 

too little 

6. Were your contributions:

always appropriate

mostly appropriate

not appropriate

7. Summarise the opinions expressed.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Ask and answer questions.

24. Hotel – kitchen training 1

24

This role-play is set in the Old Hall Hotel kitchen. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of the managing chef and the other will be a new kitchen hand. This sheet of information
is for the chef. As a manager you will need to:

n give clear instructions to your workers

n make sure that your staff understand what is expected of them

n listen carefully to any difficulties or problems staff may have

n treat staff well.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are teaching the new kitchen hand how to handle knives correctly. You 
have given the new member of staff a demonstration and s/he is going to 
ask you some questions.

Tasks 1. Ask the kitchen hand if s/he has understood your explanation. Use the
safe handling guidelines below to answer the questions.

2. Check that the kitchen hand has understood your responses. 

Safe handling – knives
ß Keep your knives sharp. If your knife is sharp,

it will easily slide through what you are
cutting with little force involved. It could lead
to a serious accident if you have to force the
knife and slip.

ß Don’t cut with the edge of the knife toward
you or your fingers. If you slip, the blade may
keep going toward you and could easily cut
you.

ß Don’t leave sharp knives loose in a drawer.
Loose knives in a drawer ruin their sharp
edge, but more importantly someone could
reach in the drawer and come out with a cut
hand. Keep knives in a block.

ß If you drop a knife, stand back and let it fall,
don’t try to catch it.

ß Wash knives separately by hand and don’t leave
them lying in the sink.

ß Don’t lay knives down with the edge pointing
up. It is hard to see the edge and someone could
accidentally put his or her hand down on it.

ß If carried, the knifepoint must be held
downwards.

ß Do not allow knives to project over the edge of
the table.

ß Use the correct knife for the correct purpose.

ß After use, always wipe the knife with the blade
away from the hand.

ß Keep the handle of the knife clean when in use.
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25skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Ask and answer questions.

25. Hotel – kitchen training 2

This role-play is set in the Old Hall Hotel kitchen. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of the managing chef and the other will be a new kitchen hand. This sheet of information
is for the kitchen hand. As a kitchen hand you will need to:

n listen carefully and follow instructions from management and supervisors.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You have been listening to the chef explaining how to handle knives safely.

Tasks When the chef asks you if you have understood the explanation, ask the
following questions:

a) Why do you have to keep your knife sharp?

b) How should you wipe the knife?

c) What’s the reason for not laying the knife down with the edge upwards?

d) Where should you keep sharp knives?

e) What should you do if you drop the knife?
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Listen for detail. Use appropriate language and tone. Ask and answer questions.

26. Supermarket – wine delivery

26

Carry out the tasks on Section 6 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help to read any of the words.

Scenario Continue the role-play between the assistant at Tanner’s and Jenny.

Tasks 1. The person playing the part of the assistant at Tanner’s should apologise
to Jenny for the error. Reassure Jenny that the situation will be sorted out
immediately. Respond to any questions Jenny may have. You can make up
the answer.

2. The person playing the part of Jenny should listen to what the assistant at
Tanner’s has to say and respond appropriately. Ask the assistant at
Tanner’s what their opening hours will be over Christmas.
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27skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Listen for detail. Use appropriate language and tone. Ask and answer questions.

27. Supermarket – telephone query

Carry out the tasks on Section 7 of the CDROM.

Scenario Continue the role-play between the shop assistant and a customer.

Tasks 1. The person playing the part of the customer should ask the assistant for
more details about home deliveries. You should find out:

n What is the time span of the delivery slots?

n What happens if you aren’t home when the shopping is delivered?

n What happens if any of your shopping is damaged.

2. The person playing the part of the assistant should listen to the
customer’s questions and answer them using the information about home
deliveries above.

To organise a home delivery customers must
complete a form. Forms are available at the
customer service desk. At the checkout customers
should hand over the form and pay the delivery
charge. 

You shopping will be delivered in 90 minute time
slots. Please indicate a first and second choice. You
will be informed of the time slot at the checkout.

Please make sure that someone is home to collect
your shopping during the delivery slot. If there is no
answer, your shopping will be taken back to
Blackwell’s and kept in cold storage. You will have

to collect the shopping from us or pay a second
delivery charge for the goods to be delivered to
your door.

Please check your shopping on arrival. If there are
any damages or if any shopping is missing you
should call our customer care line on 0800 450
4545 immediately, or at least within 6 hours of
taking delivery of your shopping. We will replace
any goods notified to us within 6 hours and deliver
them to you. Any damages notified outside the 6
hour limit must be dealt with at the customer
service desk in-store.

Home deliveries

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help to read any of the words.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Understand verbal instructions. Listen for detail. Use appropriate language and
tone. Ask and answer questions. 

28. Supermarket – trolleys

28

Carry out the tasks on Section 8 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help to read any of the words.

Scenario Continue the role-play between the shop assistant and customer.

Tasks 1. The person playing the part of the customer should ask the assistant some
more questions. You should find out:

n what trolley is suitable for you — you have a bad back and can’t reach 
the bottom of larger trolleys.

n if Blackwell’s can help you to pack your shopping.

2. The person playing the part of the assistant should listen to the
customer’s questions and answer them using the information below.

Blackwell’s trolleys and services
We offer customers a wide range of trolleys:

� smaller smart shoppers
� larger 175-litre trolley with child seats
� low and high wheelchair trolleys which attach to wheelchairs 
� shallow trolleys for customers who can’t reach the bottom of our larger 
trolleys.

If you need help packing your shopping, please ask the checkout assistant.
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29skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Listen for detail. Listen to telephone messages.

29. Supermarket – phone message

Carry out the tasks on Section 9 of the CDROM.

1. Replay the sound clip on the CDROM and complete the telephone message pad.

2. Read the scenario and then carry out the task in pairs. Ask your tutor if you
need help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Give and receive telephone messages.

Task: 1. One partner should role-play leaving telephone messages about the
following:

n telling the supermarket that you will not be attending an interview

n trying to make an appointment with the personnel manager.

nasking someone to call you back about a celebration cake you would 
like to order.

2. The person listening to the messages should use copies of the telephone
message pad to note the details of each message.
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Listen to information and identify who should deal with it. 

30. Supermarket – customer complaint 1

30

Role-play is when you act out a part. The activities in this book include a lot of role-play. This
role-play is set in Blackwell’s office. The task is for two people. One will play the part of a
customer service assistant and the other will be a customer. 

This sheet of information is for the assistant. As a customer service assistant you need to:

n listen carefully to enquiries 

n decide whether or not you can deal with any problems yourself

n pass the customer on to the correct person

n listen carefully to customers’ responses.

Read the information, then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help reading
any of the words. 

Scenario You are working in the customer service office, dealing with telephone 
queries. You take a call from a customer. 

Task Listen to the problem and use the information in the customer service
guidelines to deal with the complaint. 

1. Did the customer express him/herself clearly?

2. Were you able to identify his/her feelings?

3. What were they?

4. Do you think the customer was happy with your response?

5. Why/why not?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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31skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Make a complaint. Express your opinion clearly.

31. Supermarket – customer complaint 2

Role-play is when you act out a part. The activities in this book include a lot of role-play. This
role-play is set in Blackwell’s office. The task is for two people. One will play the part of a
customer service assistant and the other will be a customer. 

This sheet of information is for the customer. As a customer making a complaint you need to:

n be clear about your complaint

n state what you want the company to do.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are telephoning Blackwell’s Supermarket to make a complaint about a 
member of staff. You were putting your trolley in the trolley bay when one of 
the men who collect the trolleys grabbed it off you and shouted ‘hurry up’ at
you in an aggressive manner. It was pouring down with rain at the time. You
shop at Blackwell’s each week and are outraged about the way you have 
been treated.

Task

1. Did the assistant clearly identify your feelings?

2. Did you feel that the assistant understood your complaint?

3. Would you have been happy with the manager’s response?

4. Why/why not?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.

Call the customer service department and tell them your problem. You
should make it clear that you are very angry to have been treated so rudely.
You want them to do something about it. Listen to the response after you
have made your feelings clear. 
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Give an explanation. Answer questions.

32. Supermarket – accident 1

32

There has been an accident on the deli counter at Blackwell’s Supermarket. This role-play is set
in one of the offices at Blackwell’s Supermarket and the task is for three people. One will play
the part of the deli counter manager, one will be the deli counter supervisor and the other will
be the personnel manager. This sheet of information is for the deli counter manager. 

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You have witnessed an accident on the deli counter. Use the information 
below to tell the personnel manager what happened. 

Tasks 1. Read your notes about the accident carefully to make sure that you have
your version of events correct.

2. Give a full description of the accident to the personnel manager.

3. Respond appropriately to the questions. 

Background

You were talking to a customer on the shop floor at 3.15 yesterday afternoon. You heard a yell
and looked over to see Ann Slater slip over. As she fell she grabbed onto the counter to steady
herself, but you think her hands must have been wet as her hands slipped off the counter and
she landed awkwardly on the ground. You called for a first aider right away. Ann was sent to
hospital. The x-ray revealed that she had fractured her left wrist and she will be off work for at
least three weeks. You have asked the deli counter supervisor to report the accident to the
supermarket safety officer and keep all staff abreast of the issue.
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33skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Give an explanation. Answer questions.

33. Supermarket – accident 2

There has been an accident on the deli counter at Blackwell’s supermarket. This role-play is set
in one of the offices and the task is for three people. One will play the part of the deli counter
manager, one will be the deli counter supervisor and the other will be the personnel manager.
This sheet of information is for the deli counter supervisor. 

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You have witnessed an accident on the deli counter. Use the information 
below to tell the personnel manager what happened. 

Background

You were moving a tray of ham from the fridge to the counter yesterday afternoon at 3.12. 
You remember the time because you had just come back off your break. Before break you had
asked the serving staff to clear up the loose plastic bags that were littering the floor behind
the counter. You were telling Ann Slater to pick up the bags when she slipped over one of
them. She fell to the ground and appeared to be in some pain. The deli counter manager came
over and called for the first aider. Ann was taken to hospital and you’ve been told that she has
broken her left wrist and will be off work for the foreseeable future. You have organised a
meeting of all deli counter staff today to discuss the accident with the supermarket safety
officer. 

Tasks 1. Read your notes about the accident carefully to make sure that you have
your version of events correct. 

2. Give a full description of the accident to the personnel manager.

3. Respond appropriately to the questions. 
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skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Give an explanation. Ask questions.

34. Supermarket – accident 3

34

There has been an accident on the deli counter at Blackwell’s supermarket. This role-play is set
in one of the offices and the task is for three people. One will play the part of the deli counter
manager, one will be the deli counter supervisor and the other will be the personnel manager.
This sheet of information is for the personnel manager. 

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario The deli counter manager and supervisor both witnessed an accident on the 
deli counter. They are going to give you their account of the events. 

Tasks 1. Listen carefully to their accounts and note any areas of difference. 

2. Ask questions to clarify your understanding of events.
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35skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 3

Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions.

35. Supermarket – 24 hour opening

Your tutor is going to chair a discussion about Blackwell’s plans for 24-hour opening. 

The proposal is:
Monday to Saturday 24 hours a day
Sunday 10 am until 4 pm

To prepare for the discussion you should make notes under these headings:

n What are the pros and cons of 24-hour opening from the shop workers’ point of
view?

n What are the pros and cons of 24-hour opening from the customer’s point of view?

n What are the pros and cons of 24-hour opening from the point of view of local
residents?

When the discussion is over review your contributions – complete the questionnaire
on page 67. 
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Give and receive instructions. Answer questions.

36. Supermarket – staff training 1

36

This role-play is set in Blackwell’s deli counter. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of the deli counter manager and the other will be a new deli counter assistant. This sheet
of information is for the manager. As a manager you will need to:

n give clear instructions to your workers

n make sure that your staff understand what is expected of them

n listen carefully to any difficulties or problems staff may have

n treat staff well.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are teaching the new assistant how to handle food safely. You have 
given the new member of staff a demonstration and s/he is going to ask you 
some questions.

Tasks 1. Ask the assistant if s/he has understood your explanation. Use the food
handling guidelines on page 69 to answer the questions.

2. Check that the assistant has understood your responses.
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Ask and answer questions.

37. Supermarket – staff training 2

This role-play is set in Blackwell’s deli counter. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of the deli counter manager and the other will be a new deli counter assistant. This sheet
of information is for the assistant. As an assistant on the deli counter you will need to:

n listen carefully and follow instructions from management and supervisors

n handle food safely

n deal with customer requests.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You have been listening to the manager explaining how to handle food 
safely.

Tasks When the manager asks if you understood the explanation, ask the following
questions:

n You wash your hands before starting work, after using the toilet and what
were the other occasions?

n What should you use to wash your hands?

n What should you cover cuts or sores with?

n What should you do if you see something wrong?

n If you have a chest infection what should you do?

n Can you smoke on duty?

n What needs to be kept clean?
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Understand verbal instructions. Listen for detail. Use appropriate language and
tone. Ask and answer questions. 

38. Factory – pay arrangements

38

Carry out the tasks on Section 10 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help to read any of the words.

Scenario Continue the role-play between the personnel manager and one of the 
production workers.

Tasks 1. The person playing the part of the production workers should ask the
personnel manager some questions. You should ask for clarification
about:

n the range of dates on which you can be paid

n where you will get your payslip

n when the new system will come into force.

2. The person playing the part of the personnel manager should listen to the
worker’s questions and answer them using the information below.

AutoParts
New Pay Arrangements

At the moment staff receive a monthly cheque.

From August salaries will be paid directly into staff

bank accounts. Before this can happen staff all

need to agree on what date they would like to be

paid. They have to be paid on the same date each

month. That can be any date from the 26th of the

month to the last day of the month. After the

Personnel Manager leaves the meeting, a ballot

will take place. Staff should write the date on

which they’d like to be paid. The top two dates

will then be put to a second ballot. Once the date

is agreed it won’t be changed. Then each member

of staff must sign a form to state their agreement

to the chosen date and provide the personnel

department with details of their bank account.

Payslips will be posted to employees’ home

addresses.
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Listen for detail. Listen to telephone messages.

39. Factory – phone messages

Carry out the tasks on Section 11 of the CDROM.

1. Replay the sound clip on the CDROM and fill the details of the calls on two
separate copies of the telephone message pad on page 66.

2. Read the scenario and then carry out the task in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help in reading any of the words.

Scenario Give and receive telephone messages.

Tasks 1. One partner should role-play leaving telephone messages about the
following:

n postponing a meeting tomorrow by an hour

n calling the personnel department to tell them that you won’t be in work 
today because you are ill

n asking someone in the sales department to call you back urgently about 
an order you have received.

2. The person listening to the messages should use the telephone message
pad to note the details of each message.
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Follow discussions. Identify opinion. Listen for detail. Use appropriate language and
tone. Ask and answer questions. 

40. Factory — employee of the month 1

40

Carry out the tasks on Section 12 of the CDROM.

Read the scenario and then carry out the tasks in pairs. Ask your tutor if you need
help to read any of the words.

Scenario Continue a role-play between the personnel manager and Joe, the General 
Manager.

Tasks 1. The person playing the part of the general manager should ask the
personnel manager some questions. You should ask:

n are there any specific rules about someone being awarded “employee of
the month” more than once in a year?

n if temporary employees can be given the award?

n when will the announcement be made? 

2. The person playing the part of the personnel manager should listen to the
manager’s questions and answer them using the information below.

AutoParts operates an “Employee of the Month”
scheme which is for employees who work over
and above an individual’s or a team’s normal
duties. Employees, full, part time or casual can
be nominated for this award by colleagues or
clients alike. These nominations should be
forwarded to either Helen Brightman, personnel
officer or the general manager. The closing date
is the 20th of each month. The Employee of the
Month is announced on the last working Friday
of each month.

The recipient receives a certficate signed by the
General Manager together with a £200 bonus and
an allocated parking space for the month. An
article is then placed in the company monthly
newsletter and on the company intranet and the
company website.

There are often multiple nominations for the
Employee of the Month scheme – all of which are
worthy of the award. Unfortunately, not everyone
can be successful and the challenge of deciding
who receives the award  is the plight of the Senior
Management Team.

AutoParts
Employee of the Month Scheme Guidelines
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Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions.

41. Factory – employee of the month 2

AutoParts staff are trying to decide who should be ‘Employee of the Month’. The winner of the
award gets a £200 bonus and an allocated parking space for the month.
The candidates are:

Bob Jolly has worked at AutoParts for 8 years. Bob has shown willingness to take on tasks
outside of his job description. Bob’s high standards of customer service skills have made him a
very popular member of staff with customers. Bob also trains new employees to NVQ level 3.
Bob is typically modest about his work and isn’t willing to take sole credit for the team’s
success.

Mandy Leaves has worked at AutoParts for two years. She started in the production
department and moved to work in the personnel department last month. Throughout the past
month Mandy has shown great determination to learn all the new skills needed to make a
success of her new role within the personnel department. Mandy has done this and still
maintained her high standard of work.

Asif Johal has been with the company for 15 years since joining as an apprentice at 16.
During this time he has expanded his range of engineering skills. Asif’s flexibility and
willingness to do whatever it takes to get the job done makes a busy month much easier to
cope with. Asif is always willing to help and always gives 100% and is a major part of the
engineering team.

Your tutor is going to chair a discussion about the Employee of the Month. Use the
information about the candidates to form your own ideas to put forward during the
discussion. Who do you think should get the award and why?

When the discussion is over review your contributions – use the questionnaire on
page 67 to tick your answers.
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Give clear explanations. Respond to questions.

42. Factory – sales briefing 1

42

This role-play is set in the AutoParts sales office. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of a sales director and the other will play a salesperson with responsibility for sales in the
Midlands. 

This sheet of information is for the sales director. As a director you need to:

n motivate your staff 

n give your staff clear instructions and guidelines

n have an overall sales strategy

n listen carefully to staff responses. 

Read the information, then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help reading
any of the words. When you have completed the task fill in the checklist to note your
partner’s performance.

Scenario You are giving a sales briefing to your team of regional salespeople. 

Task Read the information in the briefing document on page 71 to your sales team. 
At the end of the briefing your staff may ask questions to clarify their
understanding, You have to respond appropriately. 

1. Did the salesperson note all the information relevant to his/her role?

2. Did the salesperson use strategies to show you that s/he was listening to you?

3. What were they?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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Listen for relevance. Ask questions.

43. Factory – sales briefing 2

This role-play is set in the AutoParts sales office. The task is for two people. One will play the
part of a sales director and the other will play a salesperson with responsibility for sales in the
Midlands.

This sheet of information is for the salesperson. As a salesperson you need to:

n listen carefully to briefings that concern your sales region 

n follow instructions from your sales director

n liaise with your peers.

Read the information, then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help reading
any of the words. When you have completed the task fill in the checklist to note your
partner’s performance.

Scenario You are attending the monthly sales briefing with all sales staff.

Task Listen to the briefing from the sales director. Make a note of all the
information that relates to you as salesperson for the Midlands. At the end of
the briefing you can ask questions if you are unsure of any information.

1. Did the sales director use eye contact while s/he was speaking to you?

2. Did the sales director use strategies to show you that s/he was checking your
understanding as s/he spoke?

3. What were they?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions.

44. Factory – promotion issues 1

44

The employee forum at AutoParts have been trying to get a clear statement about
promotion procedures at the factory. At the moment there is just a brief statement
about promotion in the company’s equal opportunities policy. Read the information
about the issue and make up your own mind if a specific promotions policy document
is a good idea or not and why. What else should the document contain? Your tutor is
going to chair a discussion about promotion issues at AutoParts. 

AutoParts equal opportunities policy states that:
The Company offers equal promotion and career development opportunities to all
employees who have the ability to take advantage of such opportunities.

The Company is committed to developing its employees to their full potential and will
provide appropriate training opportunities during the course of their employment.
Promotion decisions are based firmly on the systematic assessment of individual
employees against job-related criteria, avoiding all generalised and discriminatory
assumptions. The key factor is individual ability to do the job.

AutoParts
Equal Opportunities Policy

Your ideas for subjects to go in the promotion policy document:

A promotions policy document could outline the following:
n who can apply for promotion and when
n the promotion procedure
n how to appeal against unsuccessful applications
n the specific requirements for promotion to each grade within the factory.
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Follow discussions and make appropriate contributions.

45. Factory – promotion issues 2

When the discussion is over review your contributions – complete this questionnaire.

1. Did you contribute to the discussion?

Yes

No

2. Did everyone have a chance to speak? 

Yes

No

3. Did you listen to others?

all of the time

most of the time

some of the time

4. While others were speaking did you smile or acknowledge their points of view?

Yes

No

5. Were your contributions:

too much

the right amount 

too little 

6. Were your contributions:

always appropriate

mostly appropriate

not appropriate

7. Summarise the opinions expressed.
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Make appropriate introductions and greetings.

46. Factory – greetings 1

46

This role-play is set on the AutoParts factory floor. The task is for three or more people. One
person will play the part of the supervisor and the second will be the person being introduced.
The other people will be existing production workers. This worksheet is for the supervisor.

Read the information, then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help reading
any of the words. 

Scenario 1 A new colleague has joined your team. 

Task 1. Introduce the colleague to the rest of the team.

Scenario 2 A team of visitors from Jaguar is touring the factory. They have come to 
AutoParts to see if the factory is suitable for producing parts for their cars.
The order would be worth a lot of money to AutoParts.

Tasks

1. Did your partner maintain eye contact while you were carrying out the introductions?

2. Did your partner use appropriate language and tone?

3. Describe them.

4. Did your partner’s non-verbal communication match his/her verbal signals?

5. Why/why not?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.

2. Introduce yourself to the people and welcome them to AutoParts factory
floor.

3. Introduce two of your co-workers to the visitors from Jaguar.

4. Complete the checklist below. 
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Make appropriate introductions and greetings.

47. Factory – greetings 2

This role-play is set on the AutoParts factory floor. The task is for three or more people. One
person will play the part of the supervisor and the second will be the person being introduced.
The other people will be existing production workers. This worksheet is for the person being
introduced.

Read the information, then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help reading
any of the words. 

Scenario 1 You are a new colleague joining the production team. 

Task: 1. Acknowledge your co-workers when you are introduced to them.

Scenario 2 You are part of a team of visitors from Jaguar touring the factory. You 
have come to AutoParts to see if the factory is suitable for producing parts 
for Jaguar. 

Tasks

1. Did your partner maintain eye contact while you were carrying out the introductions?

2. Did your partner use appropriate language and tone?

3. Describe them.

4. Did your partner’s non-verbal communication match his/her verbal signals?

5. Why/why not?

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.

2. Acknowledge the supervisor when s/he introduces him/herself to you and
the colleagues. 

3. Introduce your team of people to the AutoParts staff in turn.

4. Complete the checklist below. 
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Ask and answer questions. Introduce yourself.

48. Factory – job interview 1

48

This role-play is set in the AutoParts factory. The task is for two people. One will play the part
of the personnel manager and the other will be a job applicant. This sheet is for the personnel
manager. As the personnel manager you need to ask questions and judge candidates’
answers to make sure you employ the most suitable person for the job.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are going to interview a candidate for the job of production worker.

Tasks 1. Read the job description and use the form for interview questions to
prepare some questions for your candidate.

Make a list of questions/information you need to find out from the 
candidate. There are two to get you started.

n Can you tell me how your skills match the job description?

n Why do you want to work for AutoParts?

2. Role-play the interview. Throughout the interview you should use
appropriate body language. Try to engage the candidate and show that
you are actively listening through your use of non-verbal communication.

The interview should go through these phases:

Introduction – introduce yourself to the candidate and make them feel
welcome.

Obtaining information – ask questions to find out if the candidate is right
for the job.

Question time – ask if the candidate has any questions for you.

Conclusion – end the interview, tell the candidate when they can expect to
hear the outcome and thank them for attending.

You can make notes during the interview. 

3. Complete the checklist on page 72.

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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Ask and answer questions.

49. Factory – job interview 2

This role-play is set in the AutoParts factory. The task is for two people. One will play the part
of the personnel manager and the other will be a job applicant. This sheet is for the job
applicant. As a candidate you need to persuade the interviewer that you are the best person
for the job.

Read the information and then carry out the tasks. Ask your tutor if you need help
reading any of the words. 

Scenario You are going to attend an interview for the job of production worker at 
AutoParts.

Tasks 1. Read the job description and make notes of how your skills match those in
the job description. You should also make a list of questions you’d like to
ask the personnel manager.

2. Role-play the interview. Throughout the interview you should use
appropriate body language. Try to impress the interviewer with your
enthusiasm and show your interest in the job through non-verbal
communication.

The interview should go through these phases:

Introduction – the interviewer will introduce him/herself to you and make
you feel welcome.

Obtaining information – you will be asked questions to find out if you are
right for the job. This is your chance to show how keen you are on the job
and how you think you fit in with AutoParts.

Question time – you will be given a chance to ask questions about the job.
Make sure you have plenty of questions on hand – asking nothing here
shows a lack of interest and motivation.

Conclusion – the interview will end.

3. Complete the checklist on page 73.

Your partner has completed a checklist on your performance. You should both
compare notes and discuss your findings.
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Answers
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2. What's it all about? 2

1. The main points of the explanation were that:
ß the B1276 was due to open today but loose 
brickwork on bridge meant that they have to 
check it is safe before the road can be 
reopened.

2. The main points of the explanation were that:
ß most of the order is ready but they are 
waiting for body panels from their supplier 
which are due today

ß work on panels will start tomorrow and the 
order will be delivered to Motor Spares on 
Friday.

3. The main points of the explanation were:
ß take A388 to Saltash
ß after mile turn left onto the B3362 towards 
Tavistock

ß after Tavistock then take the A386 to 
Yelverton

ß the hotel is signposted from the roundabout
ß the journey should take about 40 minutes.
4. The main points of the explanation were that:
ß they used to stock corn tortillas, but they 
were less popular than wheat ones

ß now they stock two brands of wheat tortillas
ß customers can arrange a special order of 
corn tortillas, but they will not be a regular 
stock item.

3. What's it all about? 3

Script 1 
1. The information tells you how to get to the 
gym.

2. The main points were:
ß turn left at end of corridor
ß turn right after the double doors turn right 
ß the gym is then through the doors on the
left.

1. What's it all about? 1

Script 1
1. The information is about part-time working
2. The main points are that:
ß rumours about part-time working are not 
true

ß there are no planned redundancies or 
changes to working conditions.

Script 2
1. The information is about how wages are paid.
2. The main points are that:
ß from 1st November wages will be paid 
directly to staff bank accounts

ß staff need to let Personnel Department have 
their correct bank details by 20th October.

Script 3
1. The information is about giving Terry a long-
service award.

2. The main points are that
ß Terry has worked at AutoParts for 35 years
ß He has been Head of Production for six years
ß Terry is a valued member of the team and is 
always involved in organising social events.

Script 4
1. The information is about the car park being 
re-fenced.

2. The main points are that:
ß the car park is being re-fenced next weekend
ß the company wants to keep customer 
disruption to a minimum

ß the staff parking spaces will be available to 
customers — so staff can't use the car park on 
Saturday.
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Answers

Script 2
1. The information gives a history of the Old 
Hall.

2. The main points were:
ß the hall was originally a hunting lodge
ß during the Second World War it was used by 
the army

ß after the war the Parker family modernised 
and altered the hall

ß the hall was owned for fifteen years by the 
Goddard family who sold the hall in 1977 to 
the Taylor family who made it into a hotel.

Script 3
1. The information is about the risk factors of 
cutting meat.

2. The main points were:
ß uncomfortable body positions and forceful 
movements can cause injury to neck and 
shoulders

ß working in the cold can cause fatigue
ß you can get back and leg pain from lifting 
heavy boxes or standing on a hard floor for 
long periods.

Script 4
1. The information is about the modernisation of 
Blackwell's.

2. The main points were:
ß that the modernisation will mainly affect the 
grocery isle

ß fewer products will be available while the
work is happening

ß produce will be reallocated while the 
refurbishment takes place

ß staff need to make sure they know where 
products are to help customers.

Script 5
1. The information is about where deliveries 
should be made and what details need to go 
on a delivery note.

2. The main points were:
ß deliveries must go to the loading bay and 
be accompanied by a delivery note

ß delivery notes should include:
ß company contact details
ß quantity of each item
ß job reference number
ß a description of goods
ß the amount of boxes and/or pallets

Script 6
1. The information gives facts from the Welsh 
Economic Development conference.

2. The main points were:
ß turnover of the worldwide automotive 
supply industry will probably increase by 75% 
by 2016

ß the conference announced that automotive 
component production accounts for 20,000 
jobs in Wales and generates sales of  
£2billion a year.

4. Play it again

Script 1
1. The directions given were:
ß take the A386 to Tavistock passing through 
Roborough

ß 3 miles past Roborough is a roundabout 
signposted to Yelverton

ß take the second exit onto Dousland Road
ß then take the first right onto Eastella Road
ß turn right again and then turn right onto 
Harrowbeer Lane

ß take the first lane on right and the hotel is 
quarter of a mile down that lane.

2. You should take the A386 out of Plymouth.

Script 2
1. The response was that the hotel doesn't
provide hot meals after midnight on room
service.
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6. Need to know 1

Scenario 1
1. Relevant information:
ß the day trip tomorrow is to Tintagel, leaving 
at 9.30

ß the trip costs £10 per person including 
packed lunch

ß due back at 4 pm every day. Book at 
reception

ß places available on a first come first serve 
basis

2. No, because the trip to Bude is on Wednesday
and you want to go tomorrow.

Scenario 2
1. Relevant information:
ß stack wine and spirits first
ß be on standby for till duty between 11 and 
2.30

2. Yes, because you may need to restack these 
shelves if the special offer is popular.

Scenario 3
1. Relevant information:
ß the store will be closing in 15 minutes' time
ß complete shopping and go to checkouts.
2. No, because the Fiesta mentioned in the 
announcement was red.

Scenario 4
1. Relevant information:
ß production lines 2 and 4 are making Ford 
Focus parts all day

ß line 2 will be making door panels with a tool 
change at 1

ß all tea breaks are to be taken during tool 
changes.

2. No, because Line 4 will be making them.

2. The hotel can provide drinks and sandwiches.

Script 3
1. The response was that the supermarket needs 
3 days' notice to bake a cake. To place an 
order you need to complete an order form in 
store.

2. You should order the cake at the bakery 
counter.

Script 4
1. The receptionist told you that the order should 
have been delivered last week, but AutoParts 
have been waiting for 3 items to arrive to 
complete the order. The consignment is now 
being packed and the pallets will be with you 
tomorrow afternoon.

2. The delivery is late because AutoParts has 
been waiting for three items to complete the 
order.

5. Answerphone

CDROM Section 1
1. Jean-Claude Vautier
2. On Friday morning.
3. In the Plymouth office all day.

Telephone message

Date: Time:

To:

From:

Telephone number:

Ring back They will ring back Returning your call       Urgent 

Message:

Message taken by:

today's date current time

Jean-Claude Vautier

Amber Jones, Miller Foods

Phoned to let you know that the 2 extra boxes of mushrooms will be
delivered on Friday morning.
Any problems she will be in the Plymouth office all day.

Jo

P
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Answers

7. Need to know 2

2. 
ß Susie's NVQ level 2 in Retail Operations.
ß The best thing about Susie's current job.
ß Susie's strengths.

8. Body talk 1

1. bored
2. displaying rejection
3. attentive

9. Body talk 2

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

10. Points of view 1

1. The first statement is the point of view of an 
employee.

2. The second statement is the point of view of 
an employer.

Statement 1
1. The opinion is positive.
2. The tutor said s/he liked Italian food.

Statement 2
1. The opinion is negative.
2. The tutor said s/he did not enjoy the meal.

11. Points of view 2

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

12. Say it right 1

Statement 1
1. The language is informal
2. These phrases gave the answer:
ß "And you see..."
ß "even more people..."
ß "great for everyone".

Statement 2
1. The language is formal.
2. These phrases gave the answer: 
ß "further still"
ß "therefore
ß "In instances".

Statement 3
1. The language is formal.
2. These phrases gave the answer: 
ß "occupies a commanding..."
ß "Situated in its own well-established..."

Statement 4
1. The language is informal.
2. 
ß "really lovely"
ß "it's a smashing place..."

Job application

First name: Susie Surname: Lyons Age: 25

Current employer: Smith's Chemists

Time with current employee: 2 years

Current duties: Stock control, shelf stacking, operating the till, serving customers, and 
dealing with complaints and returns.

Reason for wanting to leave: No scope for promotion.

Previous employer: Patel's newsagents and a dry cleaners.

Time with previous employer: Patel's newsagents — 3 years, dry cleaners — 4 years.

Please write a brief explanation of why you think you would be suitable for a position at
Blackwell’s: I love working in shops and serving customers. My retail experience would stand me
in good stead for working at Blackwell's. I also know that there are a lot of opportunities for
hardworking people, like myself, to really benefit from working at Blackwell's.
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2. Here is an example of what you could say:
"Excuse me, I'm trying to find the AutoParts 
factory, could you tell me how to get there, 
please?"

Scenario 6
1. You should use informal language.
2. Here is an example of what you could say:
"Can you pass me the salt, please?"

14. Hotel — briefing

CDROM Section 2
1. 
Relevant
ß If any waiters are interested in overtime, 
please see me later (2).

ß The 50 guests will be dining in the restaurant 
(4).

Irrelevant
ß The Dartmoor Tourism Group is using the 
Houndtor room today for interviews (1).

ß Catering staff need to be ready with the 
buffet by 7.30 pm (3).

2. She was implying that some staff didn't wear 
costumes at last year's party (3).

3. That Denise thinks the question is irrelevant 
(1).

15. Hotel — job vacancy

CDROM Section 3
1. Drawing up a shortlist of candidates for the 
job of marketing assistant (2).

2. 
True
ß Susan Croft is the strongest candidate (1).
ß Nicola Holden should be shortlisted (4).

Statement 5
1. The language is informal.
2. These phrases gave the answer: 
ß "really pleased"
ß "a lot to do with"

Statement 6
1. The language is formal.
2. These phrases gave the answer: 
ß "automotive division"
ß "sustained growth"
ß "further enhanced"

13. Say it right 2

Scenario 1
1. You should use formal language.
2. Here is an example of what you could say:
"Excuse me, would it be possible for you to tell 
me where the eggs are, please?

Scenario 2
1. You should use informal language.
2. Here is an example of what you could say:
"Will you go and get me a trolley, please?"

Scenario 3
1. You should use formal language.
2. Here is an example of what you could say:
"Hello, I was wondering if I could have a job 
application form, please?"

Scenario 4
1. You should use informal language.
2. Here is an example of what you could say:
"I don't suppose you could do me a massive 
favour and swap breaks with me."

Scenario 5
1. You should use formal language.
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Answers

False 
ß Maria Jones and Maria Nesbitt should be 
shortlisted (2).

ß Steve Jones is a strong candidate (3).
3. Denise will decide who should be interviewed 
(3).

16. Hotel — greetings

CDROM Section 4
1. An important visitor (3).
2. A very good friend (2).
3. His boss (1).

17. Hotel — questions

CDROM Section 5
1. 
1. Paperweight Centre (2)
2. Candle Workshop (3)
3. Buckland Abbey (1)
4. Garden House (4)

2. Of course sir, let me organise some leaflets 
for you (3).

3. 5 nights (4).

18—25. Hotel 

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

26. Supermarket — wine delivery

CDROM Section 6
1. We need Tanner's to collect the extra 12 
bottles of claret and to deliver the 12 bottles 
of red burgundy that are missing from our 
order (1).

2. 72 (4).
3. 60 (1).

27. Supermarket — telephone query

CDROM Section 7
1. Standish (2).
2. Standish is almost 8 miles away and our 
delivery charges are still 50 pence cheaper 
than Tesco's and Sainsbury's (3).

3. They should collect a form from customer 
services and pay the delivery charge at the 
checkout. (4).

28. Supermarket — trolleys

CDROM Section 8 
1.
1. Find a £1 coin (2)
2. Put the coin in the slot (4)
3. Remove the chain (3)
4. Unlock the brakes (1)

2. In one of the trolley bays (3).
3. By going to the trolley bay and inserting the 
chain from the trolley in front (3).

29. Supermarket — phone message

CDROM Section 9
1. 
True 
ß Wahab is responding to a job advert (3).
ß Wahab works in Lancaster (4).

False
ß Wahab is a manager in another supermarket 
(1).

ß Wahab lives in Manchester (2).
2. Grocery section manager (3)
3. His full name (4)
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Answers

56

1. This afternoon (3).
2. Tomorrow morning (4).

40. Factory — employee of the month 1

CDROM Section 12
1. Joe thinks that James Cooke should get the 
award because of the work he did on the 
Brakelines problem (1).

2. That it would improve the spirits of everyone 
in the production department if Gemma won 
the award (4).

3. They eventually agreed to give the award to 
Gemma (2).

41—49. Factory 

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

30—37. Supermarket 

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

38. Factory — pay arrangements

CDROM Section 10
1.
1. Agree on what date staff will be paid (2).
2. Sign form in personnel department (1).
3. Give bank details to personnel department 
(3).
4. Receive pay directly into bank accounts (4).

2. Staff won't have to go to the bank just to pay 
in their salary cheques (1).

3. Professional (2).

39. Factory — phone messages

CDROM Section 11
1. 
True 
ß The first message is from a customer (1).

False
ß Both messages are urgent (2).
ß The second message is from Henry James 
(3).

ß The second message is from a customer (4).

Telephone message

Date: Time:

To:

From:

Telephone number:

Ring back They will ring back Returning your call       Urgent 

Message:

Message taken by:

Today’s date Current time

Personnel manager

Wahab Mahmood

Is calling for an information pack for the Grocery section manager.
His address is: 10 Weston Drive, Preston, PR2 4HA. At the moment he works as a
supervisor at a branch of Netto in Lancaster.

Was not given

Sandra

Telephone message

Date: Time:

To:

From:

Telephone number:

Ring back They will ring back Returning your call       Urgent 

Message:

Message taken by:

Today’s date Current time

Justin

Johann at Brakelines

Calling to talk about the September order. Can you phone back this afternoon if
possible.

Justin

P

Telephone message

Date: Time:

To:

From:

Telephone number:

Ring back They will ring back Returning your call       Urgent 

Message:

Message taken by:

Today’s date Current time

Justin

Alison

Calling to tell you how the meeting went with Peugeot this morning. Went well,
should be placing the order by the end of the week. Will be back in the office
tomorrow morning to discuss it.

Justin
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Activity index

Ask and answer questions 17, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 
40, 42, 43, 48, 49

Contribute to discussions in an appropriate manner 21, 22, 35, 41, 44

Express ideas clearly 23, 31, 45

Follow discussions 21, 22, 35, 40, 41, 44

Give clear explanations and instructions 18, 20, 32, 33, 34, 36, 42

Greet people 16, 46, 47

Identify opinions and feelings 10, 11, 15, 40

Interpret tone of voice 14, 16

Know and use body language to feedback when speaking and listening 8, 9

Listen for detail 4, 15, 17, 26, 27, 28, 29, 38, 39, 40

Listen for the gist of explanations, instructions and narratives 1, 2, 3

Listen to and identify relevant information 6, 7, 14, 19, 30, 43

Listen to telephone messages 5, 29, 39

Make a complaint 31

Make introductions 46, 47, 48

Make requests 23, 45

Speak clearly 14

Understand implication 14

Understand verbal instructions 28, 37, 38

Use appropriate language and tone 15, 17, 26, 27, 28, 38, 40

Use formal and informal language and register appropriately 12, 13
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Section 1, Worksheet 13

Introduction: Jo is listening to the messages
on the Old Hall Hotel answerphone.

Script:
Jo: I’ll just get this message off the machine.

Hello, this is Amber Jones at Miller Foods with
a message for Jean-Claude Vautier. I hope you
had a good holiday Jean-Claude. This is just to
let you know that the extra 2 boxes of
mushrooms will be delivered to you on Friday
morning. If you have any problems just give
me a call, I’ll be in the Plymouth office all day
tomorrow.

Question 1: Who is the message for?
1. Jean-Claude Vautier. (Correct)
2. The manager
3. The leisure centre
4. Reservations

Question 2: When will the mushrooms be
delivered?
1. Tomorrow.
2. By the end of the day.
3. Before Friday.
4. On Friday morning. (correct)

Question 3: Where will Amber be tomorrow?
1. Out of the office all day.
2. At the Old Hall Hotel.
3. In the Plymouth office all day. (correct)
4. On holiday.

Section 2, Worksheet 14

Introduction: Denise Baines, the marketing
manager at the Old Hall Hotel, is giving staff
a briefing.

Script: I’d just like to run through today’s
events. There’s a Local Business Conference in
the Burrator suite from 9.30 until 4.30. The 50
guests will be dining in the restaurant. Waiting
staff need to serve them teas and coffees at
10.45 in the morning and at 3 in the
afternoon.

The Dartmoor Tourism Group is using the
Houndtor room all day today for interviews.
They don’t require any catering.

This evening is the Halloween Party. Catering
staff need to be ready with the buffet by
7.30pm. The buffet is self-service but I will
need 4 waiters for the evening. If any of you
are interested in overtime, please see me later. 

Last year’s party was a huge success and
we’re fully booked again. It is fancy dress and
there’s a cupboard full of costumes for you.
No excuses, this year, I want all staff at the
party to wear costumes please.

Question 1: If you work at the hotel as a
waiter, which of Denise’s statements are
relevant to you?
1. The Dartmoor Tourism Group is using the 

Houndtor room today for interviews. 
(irrelevant)

2. If any waiters are interested in overtime, 
please see me later. (relevant)

3. Catering staff need to be ready with the 
buffet by 7.30pm. (irrelevant)

4. The 50 guests will be dining in the 
restaurant. (relevant)

Question 2: What do you think Denise was
implying when she said that all staff should
wear fancy dress to the party?
1. She was trying to say that wearing uniform 
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was acceptable.
2. She was implying that wearing fancy dress 

would be fun.
3. She was implying that some staff didn’t 

wear costumes at last year’s party. (correct)
4. She was implying that the party is fun 

because everyone wears fancy dress.

Question 3: Denise is answering a question.
What does her tone of voice tell you?

Script:
Denise: I don’t think this meeting is the time
to worry about exactly what costume you’ll
wear. 

1. That Denise thinks the question is 
irrelevant. (correct)

2. That Denise thinks the questioner is trying 
to cause trouble.

3. That Denise thinks the question is relevant.
4. That Denise thinks that wearing fancy dress

is a waste of time.

Section 3, Worksheet 15

Introduction: Nick Clarke, the manager at the
Old Hall Hotel is having a discussion with
Denise Baines, the marketing manager.

Script:
Nick: We need to draw up a shortlist of
candidates for the marketing assistant
vacancy. You’ve seen their CVs — do you have
any comments?

Denise: I thought that Susan Croft seemed
the strongest candidate. I’d definitely want her
shortlisted. You’ve still got Maria Jarvis and
Maria Nesbitt on your list. They have both

applied before and, to be honest,  I don’t think
they’re worth seeing again.

Nick: Okay, we’ll cross them off. That leaves
me with 8 names and we can only interview 5.
I think that Nicola Holden and Steve Jones
both look good. I’ll leave the rest up to you
shall I?

Denise: I agree with you about Nicola Holden,
but I’m not sure about Steve Jones. I worked
with him at the Duke of Cornwall Hotel, I’m
not at all sure he’d fit in here.

Nick: Okay, well you know how the marketing
team works Denise. I tell you what, I’ll leave
the list with you. Can you give the personnel
department a list of 5 names by the end of the
day.

Denise: No problem.

Question 1: What is the conversation about?

1. Deciding which candidate to appoint as 
marketing assistant.

2. Drawing up a shortlist of candidates for the 
job of marketing assistant. (correct)

3. Discussing which candidates Denise had 
worked with before.

4. Arranging a meeting about job vacancies in 
the marketing department.

Question 2: Which statements represent
Denise’s views?
1. Susan Croft is the strongest candidate. 

(true)
2. Maria Jarvis and Maria Nesbitt should be 

shortlisted. (false)
3. Steve Jones is a strong candidate. (false)
4. Nicola Holden should be shortlisted. (true)
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Script:
Ben: Morning Mrs Painter, I’ve just finished
the stock check, what would you like me to do
next?
1. His boss (correct)
2. A colleague
3. An important visitor
4. A very good friend

Section 5, Worksheet 17

Introduction: Mr Evans is having breakfast at
the Old Hall Hotel. He has a question for the
waitress.

Script:
Mr Evans: I’m staying at the hotel for 5 nights
and I’d like to visit some local attractions
whilst I’m here. But I don’t want to travel too
far. Can you tell me what there is to see
nearby?

Waitress: There is a Paperweight Centre and
a Candle Workshop in Yelverton, the
Paperweight Centre is the nearest attraction
to the hotel. Then there’s Buckland Abbey,
which is about 2 miles away and the Garden
House is 3 miles away. 

Mr Evans: Have you got any information that
I could take away with me?

Question 1: List the attractions in order of
distance from the hotel, starting with the
nearest.
1. Buckland Abbey (3)
2. Paperweight Centre (1)
3. Candle Workshop (2)
4. Garden House (4)

Question 3: What was the outcome of the
discussion?
1. Denise will decide who should be 

interviewed. (correct)
2. Nick will decide who should be interviewed.
3. The personnel department will decide who 

should be interviewed.
4. Denise and the Personnel manager will 

decide who should be interviewed.

Section 4, Worksheet 16

Introduction: Ben works as a bartender at the
Old Hall Hotel.

Script:
Ben: Good morning sir. I hope everything is
alright for you.

Question 1: Who do you think Ben is saying
hello to?

Script:
Ben: Good morning sir. What can I get you?
1. A very good friend
2. His boss
3. An important visitor (correct)
4. A colleague

Question 2: Who do you think Ben is saying
hello to?

Script:
Ben: Hi Patsy, how are you doing?
1. An important visitor
2. A very good friend (correct)
3. His boss
4. A colleague

Question 3: Who do you think Ben is saying
hello to?
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Question 2: Which is the most appropriate
way for the waitress to respond to Mr Evans’
last question?
1. I think there are some leaflets about local 

attractions knocking around the hotel, just 
help yourself.

2. I’m too busy right now. Come back later 
and I’ll see if I can help you then.

3. Of course sir, let me organise some 
leaflets for you. (correct)

4. Yeah. Take these.

Question 3: How long is Mr Evans staying at
the hotel?
1. 2 nights
2. 3 nights
3. 5 days
4. 5 nights (correct)

Section 6, Worksheet 26

Introduction: Tanner’s Wine Merchants have
delivered a consignment of wine to Blackwell’s
supermarket.

Script:
Tanner’s: Hello, Tanner’s Wines.

Jenny: Hello, Jenny Kitchen here from
Blackwell’s supermarket. I’ve been checking
your latest delivery against our order and the
two don’t match up. 

Tanners: I see, can you tell me what’s gone
wrong?

Jenny: We ordered 60 bottles of Tanner’s
claret and we’ve received 72. We ordered 60
bottles of red burgundy and we’ve received
48.

Question 1: Which statement should Jenny
use to tell Tanner’s what she wants them to
do?
1. We need Tanner’s to collect the extra 12 

bottles of claret and to deliver the 12 
bottles of red burgundy that are missing 
from our order. (correct)

2. We need Tanner’s to collect the extra 12 
bottles of red burgundy that have been 
delivered in error and to deliver the 12 
bottles claret of that are missing from our 
order.

3. Tanner’s have made a complete mess of the 
order and should come and collect 
everything that has been delivered.

4. The numbers of bottles on the order we 
placed don’t match with the numbers of 
bottles that have been delivered.

Question 2: How many bottles of Tanner’s
claret have been delivered?
1. 60
2. 84
3. 48
4. 72 (correct)

Question 3: How many bottles of Tanner’s
claret did Blackwell’s order?
1. 60 (correct)
2. 84
3. 48
3. 72

Section 7, Worksheet 27

Introduction: Penny works on the customer
service desk at Blackwell’s supermarket. She is
talking to a customer.
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Script:
Penny: Can I help you?

Customer: Yes, I’d like to find out about your
home delivery service.

Penny: We deliver to anywhere within a 10
mile radius of Leyland. Costs vary depending
on distance, where would you like us to deliver
to?

Customer: I live in Standish.

Penny: That would cost £4.50.

Customer: Blimey, that’s an outrageous price.

Question 1: Where does the customer live?
1. Leyland
2. Standish (correct)
3. Chorley
4. Preston

Question 2: Which would be the best way for
Penny to respond to the customer’s last
comment?
1. Why don’t you carry the bags home 

yourself then?
2. Nonsense, at £4.50 it’s a real bargain.
3. Standish is almost 8 miles away and our 

delivery charges are still 50 pence cheaper 
than Tesco’s and Sainsbury’s. (correct)

4. We offer a quality service at Blackwell’s and
I think that our prices are reasonable too.

Question 3: A different customer wants to
organise a home delivery. Use the information
on Worksheet 27 to say how this can be done.
1. They should complete a form and hand it in 

at the checkout.
2. They should collect a form from customer 

services and sign it.
3. They should make sure that someone will 

be in to accept the delivery.
4. They should collect a form from customer 

services and pay the delivery charge at the 
checkout. (correct)

Section 8, Worksheet 28

Introduction: Penny works at Blackwell’s
supermarket. A customer has asked her to
explain how to use the trolley.

Script:
Penny: You need a £1 coin to use the trolleys.
Put the coin in the slot then take out the chain.
Unlock the brakes on the back wheels with
your foot.

Customer: What should I do with the trolley
when I’ve finished shopping?

Penny: Take it to one of the trolley bays in the
car park. To get your coin back, just insert the
chain from the trolley in front.

Question 1: Put the instructions in the correct
order.
1. Unlock the brakes. 4
2. Find a £1 coin. 1
3. Remove the chain. 3
4. Put the coin in the slot. 2 

Question 2: Where should the trolleys go
when customers have finished shopping?
1. In the car park.
2. Back inside the store.
3. In one of the trolley bays. (correct)
4. An assistant will take it for them.
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Question 3: How do customers get their coins
back?
1. By going to the customer service desk.
2. By taking the trolley to a trolley bay.
3. By going to the trolley bay and inserting the 

chain from the trolley in front. (correct)
4. By pushing in the chain from the trolley in 

front.

Section 9, Worksheet 29

Introduction: Sandra is listening to the
messages on Blackwell’s personnel
department answerphone.

Script:
Sandra: I’ll just get this message off the
machine.

Hello. My name is Wahab Mahmood. I’m
calling for an information pack for the post of
Grocery Section Manager. My address is 10
Western Drive, Preston, PR2 4HN. My name is
Wahab that’s w, a, h, a, b. Mahmood, that’s
m, a, h, m, o, o, d. I meet all of the conditions
on the job advert. At the moment I work as a
supervisor at a branch of Netto in Lancaster.

Question 1: Read the statements about the
answerphone message and decide whether
they are true or false.
1. Wahab is a manager in another 

supermarket. (false)
2. Wahab lives in Lancaster. (false)
3. Wahab is responding to a job advert. (true)
4. Wahab works in Lancaster. (true)

Question 2: What job is Wahab applying for?
1. Supervisor.
2. Grocery section supervisor.

3. Grocery section manager. (correct)
4. Section manager.

Question 3: What did Wahab spell?
1. The name of his street.
2. His first name.
3. His surname.
4. His full name. (correct)

Section 10, Worksheet 38

Introduction: The personnel manager at
AutoParts has been reviewing the way staff
are paid.

Script:
Helen: As you all know, I’ve been reviewing
the way we pay our salaries. At the moment
you receive a monthly cheque.

From August your salaries will be paid directly
into your bank accounts. Before this can
happen you all need to agree on what date
you’d like to be paid. You have to be paid on
the same date each month. And that can be
any date from the 26th of the month to the
last day of the month. After I leave this
meeting I have arranged for a ballot, please
write the date on which you’d like to be paid.
The top two dates will then be put to a second
ballot. Once the date is agreed it won’t be
changed.

Then you will each need to sign a form to
state your agreement to the chosen date and
then you need to give us you bank details. 

The new system will mean that you won’t have
to make a special trip to your bank to pay in
your wage cheques. Your payslips will be
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with talking to you this afternoon if possible.

Justin, it’s Alison. I’m on my way to see Henry
James at Nissan. I’m just calling to let you
know how my meeting at Peugeot went this
morning. I’ll be back in the office tomorrow
morning to give you the details. But it went
really well and I think they’re likely to place the
order by the end of the week. You can get me
on my mobile if you need to. Cheers.

Question 1: Read the statements about the
answerphone messages and decide whether
they are true or false.

1. The first message is from a customer. (true)
2. The second message is from a customer. 

(false)
3. Both messages are urgent. (false)
4. The second message is from Henry James. 

(false)

Question 2: When does Johann want to speak
to Justin?
1. Before tomorrow morning.
2. By the end of the week.
3. This afternoon. (correct)
4. By the end of the month.

Question 3: When will Alison next see Justin?
1. This afternoon.
2. By the end of the month.
3. By the end of the week.
4. Tomorrow morning. (correct)

Section 12, Worksheet 40

Introduction: The management team at
AutoParts are discussing who should get the
employee of the month award.

skillbuilders n speaking and listening n entry level 364

posted to your home address.

Question 1: Put the new pay arrangements in
order.

a) Sign form in personnel department. 2
b) Agree on what date staff will be paid. 1
c) Give bank details to personnel department. 

3
d) Receive pay directly into bank accounts. 4

Question 2: What is the main advantage of
the new system?
1. Staff won’t have to go to the bank just to 

pay in their salary cheques. (correct)
2. Staff will be paid more each month.
3. Staff can agree on the date they will be 

paid.
4. Staff will know how much money they are 

being paid each month.

Question 3: Which word best describes
Helen’s tone of voice?
1. Bossy
2. Professional (correct)
3. Weak
4. Annoyed

Section 11, Worksheet 39

Introduction: Justin is the Sales Manager at
AutoParts. He has just come out of a meeting
and is listening to his voicemail messages.

Script:
Justin: I’ll just get these messages off my
voicemail.

Hello Justin, it’s Johann from Brakelines here. I
need to talk to you about our September
order. Can you call me back please. I could do
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Script:
Joe: Well, my vote goes to James Cooke this
month. He really worked hard to get the
Brakelines problem sorted out. 

Helen: You’re right Joe, James has really
worked hard this month, but he has won an
employee of the month award already this
year.

Terry: I think it would really boost morale in
production if one of the workers won it. And
there are some really good contenders. Mo
Salter is always solid. But I think that Gemma
Russell has been this month’s star. She came
back early after her accident and she was the
only worker to do double shifts all last week to
help get the Vauxhall order out on time.

Joe: But even then, she didn’t do as many
hours as James did. I still think that James is
the most worthy candidate.

Terry: Sometimes it’s not just about being
worthy though Joe. Everyone saw how hard
Gemma worked. Giving Gemma the award will
make a difference not just to her personally,
but to all the production workers. I don’t think
a production worker has won the award for
over 18 months, have they?

Helen: No, and I agree with you Terry.
Gemma deserves the award.

Joe: Okay, okay. I suppose we ought to give
the award to Gemma. But I will have a private
word with James about his hard work.

Helen: That’s agreed then. I’ll make
arrangements for you to present the award on
to Gemma on Friday Joe.

Question 1: Which statement best
summarises Joe’s opinion?
1. Joe thinks that James Cooke should get the 

award because of the work he did on the 
Brakelines problem. (correct)

2. Joe thinks that Mo Salter should get the 
award because she always works really 
hard.

3. Joe thinks that Gemma doesn’t deserve the 
award because she hasn’t saved AutoParts 
any money.

4. Joe thinks that James Cooke should get the 
award because he always works really 
hard.

Question 2: What do you think Terry means
when he says that ‘it would really boost
morale in production if a shopfloor worker
won’?
1. That all production workers would be happy 

if Gemma won the award.
2. That one of the production workers 

deserves to be given the award.
3. That it would improve the spirits of 

everyone at AutoParts if Gemma won the 
award.

4. That it would improve the spirits of 
everyone in the production department if 
Gemma won the award. (correct)

Question 3: What was the outcome of the
discussion?
1. They were all happy to agree to give the 

award to Gemma.
2. They eventually agreed to give the award to

Gemma. (correct)
3. They decided to give the award to James.
4. They agreed to give the award to Gemma 

and to James.
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Telephone message

Date: Time:

To:

From:

Telephone number:

Ring back They will ring back

Returning your call Urgent

Message:

Message taken by:
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1. Did you contribute to the discussion?

Yes

No

2. Did everyone have a chance to speak? 

Yes

No

3. Did you listen to others?

all of the time

most of the time

some of the time

4. While others were speaking did you smile or acknowledge their points of view?

Yes

No

5. Were your contributions:

too much

the right amount 

too little 

6. Were your contributions:

always appropriate

mostly appropriate

not appropriate

7. Summarise the opinions expressed.

Questionnaire
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Customer service guidelines
1. Blackwell’s Supermarket is customer friendly:

� acknowledge the customer’s feelings;

� make sure you are clear about the exact nature of the complaint.

2. Who should deal with the complaint?
� Products – take the details and assure the customer that the manager
of the relevant section will call them today;

� Service – take the details and assure the customer that the store
manager will call them today;

� Members of staff – if the complaint is about a particular member of
staff you should take the details and put the customer through to the
personnel manager.

3. Blackwell’s is committed to customer service:
� assure the customer that we try to be flexible in meeting their
demands;

� seek to exceed customer expectations.
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Food handling guidelines for all staff
1. Keep yourself clean and wear clean clothing.

2. Always wash your hands thoroughly using hot water and soap:
� before starting work
� after using the toilet
� before handling food
� after handling raw food or waste
� after every break
� after blowing your nose or touching your face or hair.

3. Tell your supervisor before starting work if you are suffering from:
� a skin condition
� an infection affecting your nose, such as cold, flu or anything 
causing a runny nose or sneezing

� an infection of the throat or chest, sore throat or cough
� stomach or bowel problems, vomiting, diarrhoea, irritable bowel
� infected wound or sore.
You are breaking the law if you do not tell your supervisor about any 
of these conditions.

4. Cover cuts and sores with a waterproof and brightly coloured 
dressing.

5. Avoid unnecessary handling of food.

6. Do not smoke, eat or drink in any food room.

7. Never sneeze or cough over food.

8. If you see something wrong – tell your supervisor.

9. Keep the preparation of raw and cooked food strictly separate.

10. Clean as you go. Keep all surfaces and equipment clean.
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Last month saw a 15% increase in turnover overall. Well done to all sales staff.

The break down of sales is:
Scotland and Northern Ireland £175,000
The North of England £490,000
The Midlands £874,700
Wales £320,000
South West of England £528,700
South East of England £289,200

This month we need to focus on Vauxhall, Peugeot and Nissan. This will affect the
North and the Midlands. We are going to offer a 10% discount on all production of
parts for these manufacturers if the orders are placed next month. Make sure that you
get in to see the buyers as soon as possible to make sure they know about this special
deal.

Scotland and Northern Ireland had a steady month, and overall I’m pleased with
progress there.

Wales, you matched last month’s sales figures but didn’t do any better. You need to get
going with the secondary level suppliers to get more orders.

Midlands, you had an exceptional month and should do well this month with the
promotion on the three manufacturers.

South West and South East of England, you both had a 5% increase on last months sales
– well done. I think you need to get together to talk about your strategy for Honda in
Swindon.

North of England, again you had a very good month. You’ll have a busy time next
month too.

I’d like sales teams for Midlands and Wales to get together to discuss strategies for
selling to other Tier 1 suppliers. You should report back to me next week on your
progress.

I’d like you all to attend the number one salesperson seminar next month – you need
to pick up information packs from Helen in Personnel. The training is in Bristol on the
19th.

autoparts
Monthly sales briefing
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Job description

You must be reliable, flexible, able to work both shifts early mornings and late
evenings. Full training provided. Work involves heavy lifting so would not suit
anyone with breathing difficulties. Duties include putting on & taking off racks
with moulded products on. Packing, labelling and moving products to end
storage area is also involved. Working on a rota basis 40 hours per week, 
6 am–2 pm or 2 pm–10.30 pm, Monday to Friday on a rotating shift pattern.

Key skills required:

n You will be putting car parts together. Work involves the use of soldering
equipment and computerised machinery. You must be able to work
accurately to measure out materials and put products into containers and
add labels. 

n You should be able to work quickly, following a simple routine. You need to
be able to follow written and spoken instructions.

n You should be computer literate to select and use information from our
computer database.

n You will work with colleagues and supervisors to agree team goals, and take
responsibility for own work activities. Understand and use diagrams,
symbols and tables to produce components or finished articles.

n Number skills are necessary to count components, measure quantities and
check machine settings and also examine or test the finished product. 

Key personal qualities:

nPractical aptitude, good at working with hands 

nGood co-ordination 

nAbility to concentrate – for repetitive tasks 

nAbility to work accurately and quickly 

nPatience, carefulness 

nReliability, punctuality

autoparts
Production Worker
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1. Did the candidate appear confident and friendly? 

Yes

No

Why/why not?

2. Did the candidate sell his/her skills well? 

Yes

No

Why/why not?

3. Did the candidate maintain eye contact while you were speaking?

all of the time

most of the time

some of the time

4. How would you describe the candidate’s body language and facial expressions
during the interview?

5. Did the candidate appear to be listening to you? 

all of the time

most of the time

some of the time

How did they show this?

6. Would you have been likely to give this candidate the job?

Yes

No

7. Why/why not?
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1. Did the interviewer make you feel welcome?

Yes

No

Why/why not?

2. Did you feel that the interviewer was genuinely interested in you?  

Yes

No

Why/why not?

3. Did the interviewer maintain eye contact while you were speaking?

all of the time

most of the time

some of the time

4. How would you describe the interviewer’s body language and facial expressions
during the interview?

5. Did the interviewer appear to be listening to you? 

all of the time

most of the time

some of the time

How did they show this?

6. Do you think the interviewer would offer you the job?

Yes

No

7. Why/why not?
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